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ABSTRACT
Electrophoresis

is

a

widely

used

analytical

technique in the medical and biotechnology industries.

It

can provide for the determination of thousands of individual
compounds on this small scale.

The operating conditions are

quite conducive to use with the delicate products of genetic
engineering. Due to other complexities associated with
scale-up, the process is not widely used on a large scale.
A novel recycling electrophoretic instrument was
investigated

as a

preparative

protein

separation

device.

The process occurs in a thin film of liquid between two flat
plates, in a direction perpendicular to the flow.

This

device was unique in it's use of a relatively high flowrate,
and

recycling

of

the

process

fluid

as

a

method

in

three

for

increasing residence time.
The

apparatus

was

operated

modes,

isoelectric focusing (IEF), zone electrophoresis (ZE) and
isotachophoresis (ITP).

For use in the ITP mode, a computer

was used for data acquisition and control functions.

xi

CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
The

biotechnology

industry

is

in

a

position

analogous to the that of the semiconductor industry 20 years
ago.

The potential impact of this industry and this

technology is truly unimaginable.

The primary stumbling

stone to progress in this industry is the purification of
products from the very complex milieu in which they are
produced.

It has been estimated that this step accounts

for between 40% and 80% of the cost of the final product.
Current

industrial

bioseparation

techniques

rely

primarily upon attempts at direct scale up of laboratory
procedures or direct

adaptations of

operations from the chemical industry.

pre-existing

Unfortunately these

methods often lose something in the translation.
application of chemical engineering

unit

The

principles to the

biotechnology industry requires a paradigm shift.

One must

acknowledge that the types of products with which we are
dealing are unique. The investigation of the purification
techniques

must

be

adapted

to

those

specific

characteristics.
Quite often the chemical engineer in this industry
will be required to "scale-down" a unit
1

operation or at

2

least

adapt

biotechnology

a

currently

used

environment (1).

process

for

use

in

the

Industrial unit operations

currently used do not transfer their applicability directly.
Very precise conditions must also be maintained throughout
the purification scheme, small changes in temperature, pH,
or ionic strength may have a very negative effect upon the
recovery of product.

In

addition to these

precautions,

these solutions must be kept free of bacterial and enzymatic
contamination

and

gas-liquid

interfaces

must

be

avoided.

Provisions must be made to maintain sterility of the process
stream, not necessarily for the protection of the product,
but for the protection of the operator.
The purification challenges facing the biotechnology
industry will vary widely, however there

is currently

intense interest in the purification of high value and low
volume products.
lend

themselves

These types of requirements will easily
to

the

solution

electrophoresis can provide.

that

preparative

Electrophoresis is currently

enjoying wide use in bioanalytical applications and is often
used

in the determination of

biotechnology industry.

the product purity by the

It's exploitation for preparative

protein purification has been largely nonexistent though.
Nevertheless

some

preparative

electrophoresis

devices

do

exist, they are however primarily applied to research scale
purification.(2,3)

CHAPTER 2
RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
The Center for

Separation Science is a NASA center

for excellence dedicated to the investigation of preparative
protein purification techniques.
are the development

of

novel

The goals of the center

preparative

electrophoretic

devices and the testing of these and other instruments in a
variety of modes and configurations.

Some of the devices

developed by the center are being marketed currently (RIEF;
Ionics,

Watertown,

Mass.: Rotofor;

Bio-Rad,

Richmond,

Calif.), the device on which the current research was
performed currently is under patent consideration.
The objectives of this project were to i) investigate
the behavior of a recycling free flow electrophoretic device
in two modes established

to

be successful

in

another

recycling device (RIEF) ii) validate the potential for use
of this device in the recycling isotachophoretic mode, iii)
develop

and

test

this

device

in

the

recycling

isotachophoretic mode using computer data acquisition and
control, iv) investigate the applicability of recycling
isotachophoresis to a separation problem currently facing
the biotechnology industry.

3

CHAPTER 3
ELECTROPHORESIS
The movement of charged particles in response to an
applied electric field is well known.
through

a

gaseous

medium

the

If the movement is

process

is

known

as

electrostatics, if however the force acts across a liquid
medium, the field of study is electrophoresis. Movement in
response

to

a

non

uniform

electric

field

is

dielectrophoresis, this branch of electrophoresis is applied
primarily to cells and uncharged

particles and

is the

subject of considerable study (4),therefore it will not be
further addressed in this thesis.
Kohlrausch first described electrophoresis at
end of the last century (5).
done

using

ions

and

well

the

The fundamental studies were

characterized

systems

allowing

elucidation of the mechanisms and equations governing the
process.

Further work on the electrophoresis of proteins

has been

performed

only

during the latter

part

of this

century.
All variants of electrophoresis fall

into one of

four categories, Moving Boundary Electrophoresis (MBE), Zone
Electrophoresis (ZE),

Isoelectric

Focusing

(IEF),

and

Isotachophoresis (ITP) each of which will be described
4

5

further.

MBE, ZE and ITP separate components by virtue of

the difference in electrophoretic mobilities. While IEF
separates

components

based

upon

the

difference

in

isoelectric point (pi), which is defined as the pH value at
which a molecule will undergo a charge inversion and will
possess no net charge.

Since the molecule possesses no net

charge it will also experience no net force when subjected
to an electric field.
ITP

Of these four modes only ZE, IEF, and

specific variations thereof may be used on a commercial

preparative scale.
Electrophoretic Modes
Moving Boundary Electrophoresis.
Moving Boundary Electrophoresis was first described by
Tiselius(6).

A

large volume of sample, relative to the

total volume of the separation chamber is applied

in the

middle of a uniform background buffer in a U-tube apparatus
(figure 1). Migration is in a direction and at a velocity
determined by the net force exerted on the molecules which
is in turn dependent upon by the pi of the molecule, the pH
and conductivity of the buffer, and to a lesser extent the
molecular weight of the sample components. Moving boundary
electrophoresis

is not utilized due to the fact that only a

fraction of the first species

of

molecules

reaching

the

collection points can be pure, all subsequent species are

6

contaminated by each other (figure 2). It can be noted that
moving

boundary

separation

takes

place

in

every

electrophoretic mode during the initial stages.
Zone Electrophoresis
Zone Electrophoresis (ZE) is a modification of moving
boundary electrophoresis in which

a smaller amount of

sample is applied and the process is allowed to continue for
a length of time sufficient for the sample zones to

be

separated.

at

different

The various sample

velocities

determined

components

by

their

migrate

electrophoretic

mobilities under the given conditions (figure 3). Zone
electrophoresis is characterized
boundaries of the individual

by the spreading
zones due to

non

of the
linear

migrational distribution, diffusion, and other dispersionary
effects. There is no steady state attained in ZE.
continue to

migrate,

spread,

and

to

be

The zones

separated

by

increasing amounts of background buffer.
Isoelectric Focusing
In contrast to the previously mentioned processes,
isoelectric

focusing (IEF) takes

place

in

an

infinitely

varying background electrolyte consisting of a mixture of
ampholytes with pi's covering any desired range of pH.
These

ampholytes

polymerization

of

may

be

acrylic

the
acid

result
with

of

a

random

pentaethylene

7

U-tube Apparatus

System before Application of Voltage

a*
1

r^Tfyi't.-l
*}<.•.«'} rfj.'l

waWA'A'A

System after Application of Voltage

Figure 1 U-tube apparatus used
by Tiselius for moving
boundary electrophoresis.
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MOVING BOUNDARY

Initial distribution of sample

Sample components with the higest net electrophoretic
mobilities migrate in the appropriate direction.

Additional time under the Influence of the electric field
will serve to increase the length of the zones with the
highest mobilities. Only these zones will be free of all
other components

LEGEND
Background electrolyte
Sample component with net (•) charge will
migrate towards the cathode (-)
Sample component with net (-) charge but low
mobility, will migrate towards the anode (+)
Sample component with net (-) charge and high
mobility, will migrate most rapidly towards anode

Figure 2 Moving Boundary Electrophoresis (MBE)
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hexamine(7),

or

may

be

carefully

selected

amphoteric

constituents(8). A homogeneous mixture of the ampholytes is
subjected to an electric field causing the charged buffering
molecules to move in response to the electric field and form
stable buffering

regions at

the

pH

of

their

stability is due to the fact that the net
ampholytes is zero

in these zones.

pi.

This

force on the

If the

buffering

components move from these zones, they are ionized and will
migrate back to the region in which they experience no net
force.

After this has occurred the background pH gradient

has been established, and any sample components present will
migrate toward their respective isoelectric points due to
their ionization at any pH away from their pi.

The system

approaches equilibrium asymptotically and a steady state is
maintained

by

current

flow.

This

process

is

illustrated

graphically in three dimensions of position, concentration
and

time

in

figure

4.

Figure

5

demonstrates

in

two

dimensions the development of the pH gradient during the
process. '

Using IEF, analytical scale separations in gel

media have routinely been obtained on the order of 0.01 pH
units of difference between pi's.
Isotachophoresis
Isotachophoresis

(ITP)

is

the

only

mode

of

electrophoresis characterized by a discontinuous buffer
system.

A leading electrolyte of high net mobility and a

10

20*0

16.0

12.0

8.0

4.0

.0

o
N

w

Figure 3 Computer simulated Zone Electrophoresis (ZE)
profiles.
At t = 0 the two components are
injected at the same point in the column.
The
application of current causes the components to
migrate at different velocities. Increasing the
amount of time will cause the two zones to become
further separated and more diffuse.
Successive
time points are offset by 3.5 mM in concentration.
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**"i

Figure 4

Computer generated three-dimensional plot of the
concentration profiles in isoelectric focusing.
Initial condition: Uniform distribution of 7.16mM
cacodylate, 8.27mM TRIS , and 7.05 mM histidine.
Only the predominant component along the column
axis is shown, cacodylate on the left, histidine
in the middle and TRIS on the right.
From reference 9.
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terminating electrolyte of much lower net mobility are used.
Samples with intermediate mobilities are

injected

at the

interface between these two electrolytes before a potential
gradient is applied.
inside

of

this

Any sample components which are not

mobility

window

will

migrate

zone

electrophoretically within either the leader or terminator.
The unique feature of isotachophoresis is the attainment of
a migrating steady state consisting of adjacent zones (the
stack) traveling at a constant

velocity

relative to the

medium (figure 6). The properties of the leading electrolyte
determine the concentration of all the zones in the stack,
therefore the length of each zone is proportional to the
amount of component

present. Distinct

parameters of

each

zone (pH, conductivity, optical density,field strength, and
temperature) change dramatically at the interfaces between
the zones.
This change accounts for the

zone-self-sharpening

effect which qualitatively separates zones of ITP from the
zones of' ZE.
state zone,
strength.

As any molecule diffuses from
it will

encounter a

change in

it's steady

pH

and

field

This change will cause the molecule to be driven

forward or to be retarded, either effect has a net result of
stabilizing the boundary.
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40.5

Arg
His

35.4

Glu
30.3

X 25.3
Q.

20.2

15.1

0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

COLUMN LENGTH (cm)
Figure 5

Computer generated pH profile during IEF of three
component
system
consisting
of
arginine,
histidine, and glutamic acid.
Initially all
components are lOmM in concentration, current
density is 10A/m2. Time points are 0, 5, 10 15,
20, 25, 50, 100, 150, and 400 minutes.
The pH
profile is fully generated by 25 minutes and
remain constant through 4 00 minutes.
Each
successive pH profile is offset by 3.4 units.
(From reference 10)
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ISOTACHOPHORESIS
i_
inltiol distribution of sample and electrolytes

Sample component with the hlqhest mobility leaves the
sample zone first, and a transient state Is achelved.

The entire sample stack Is now separated.

Sample stack migrates at constant velocity to a specified
position in the capillary. The sample zones remain at a
constant length and concentration.

4-4-4-4-

Applicatlon of counterflow of leading electrolyte
Immobilizes the sample stack relative to the capillary,
extending the effective length of the capillary.

LEGEND
Terminating electrolyte at original concentration
Terminating electrolyte at Kohlrausch adjusted
concentration
Sample component with lowest mobility
Sample component with highest mobility

*2

Figure 6

Leading electrolyte

Isotachophoresis (ITP)
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Current Applications
Electrophoresis is currently widely used
analytical scale in medical diagnostics and

on an

biological

research and is often used as an indicator of purity of the
final

products

of

genetic

engineering.

electrophoresis is often performed
the aid of supporting media.

Analytical

in capillaries or with

Capillaries and supportive

media act to stabilize the process against convective
disturbances

which

result

from

density

gradients

due

to

localized heating or high macromolecule concentrations.
Capillary Electrophoresis
Capillary electrophoresis is well documented as an
analytical technique (11-14) and also serves as a powerful
tool for the clarification of the electrophoretic process
and validation of computer simulations of electrophoresis.
In it's simplest configuration the system would consist of a
capillary attached

to a

pair

of

reservoirs

selectively permeable membranes (figure 7).

separated

by

Commercial

devices for capillary electrophoresis exist and generally
have some allowance for detection and fraction collection.
The CAP-SCAN device developed by Thormann (15) makes use of
repetitive scans of the entire capillary to follow the
transient electrophoretic process in time and space along
the separation distance.
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Electrophoresis in Gels
The simplest and most widely used electrophoretic
technique

is

stabilization.

the

use

of

gelatinous

matrices

for

These matrices may consist of polymerized

agarose, or polyacrylamide, or may be simply agarose beads.
Any non charged substrate which

will

provide

barrier to convective instabilities is useful.

a

physical

Combinations

of capillary and gelatinous supports are also used.

The use

of gels allows for one to selectively polymerize parts of
the gel more than others thereby creating a pore-size
gradient which is useful in determining the molecular weight
of the protein.

These gels can be run with a "native" or

non-denatured mode or specific denaturants such as sodiumdodecyl-sulfate or urea may be added to break up subunit or
intramolecular interactions.
If isoelectric

focusing is carried

out

in

a

gel

within a capillary and this tube gel is applied to a slab
gel with a pore size

gradient

before

electrophoresis

is

carried 6ut across this slab gel the process is known as
two-dimensional (2-D)

gel

electrophoresis

(16).

2-D

electrophoresis has the capability of resolving thousands of
individual components in one sample
computer software may

and

sophisticated

be used to track the

specific component on numerous gels.

fate

of

one

17

CAPILLARY ELECTROPHORESIS

0 POWER SUPPLY

©

NJECTION POINT

DETECTOR

ANN.00 RECORDER

Figure 7

Typical system for capillary electrophoresis
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Regardless

of the

medium

that

electrophoresis

is

performed in, the detection of the proteins requires some
visualization technique.

Proteins

can

be

detected

non-

specifically by the use of staining agents such as coomassie
brilliant blue (17), or silver staining agents (18).

This

detection may also be performed using specific visualization
techniques such as radiolabeling the protein or an antibody
to the protein.

The antibodies may

also be complexed with

enzymes or chromaphores which would allow for a visual or
fluorescent detection method,.
Current Modes of Preparative Electrophoresis
Several methods have been proposed which would allow
the sensitivity of electrophoresis to
preparative scale.

be

exploited

on

a

Some methods use gels and capillaries to

stabilize the system against fluid instabilities. These
methods

can

actually

be

regarded

as

micropreparative

at

best. These techniques are primarily used to isolate a
quantity of protein or nucleic acid large enough to use for
additional assays.
There
preparative

are

several

electrophoresis

tubes, and annular columns.
preparative

electrophoresis

commercially

instruments

using

available
slab

gels,

The most promising approach to
is

electrophoresis

performed

without the aid of a supporting medium.

There are currently

many

purpose

machines

designed

for

this

available
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(BIOSTREAM, Bender & Hobein Elphor VaP 22, RIEF, Hirschmann,
ROTOFOR).

Other

apparatuses

are

being

developed

in

university and industrial research laboratories.
Over the years, many preparative machines have been
developed
majority

and marketed

by

of these have used

various companies.
a solid

(polyacrylamide, agarose,or sephadex)
methodology against
stability

bulk fluid

supporting

The
media

as a stabilization

disturbances.

Further

can be introduced into these methods through the

use of density gradients in the supporting media.

Other

methods of preparative electrophoresis using different
supporting media or unigue geometries to contribute to
stability

have

preparative

been

methods

reported(2).
are

most

Currently

often

employed

these
as

batch

processes in gel media of either annular, cylindrical, or
slab geometries.

The cooling of the separation chamber is

again the limitation with various approaches consisting of a
cooling plate, water jackets, cold fingers, or a combination
of the latter two.
are reported

While all three electrophoretic modes

the most popular mode utilized is IEF in order

to take advantage of the final steady state obtained.
methods

are

all

micropreparative

more

with

appropriately

sample

micro or milligram scale.

loads

These

classified

generally

being

on

as
a
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The final difficulty in the use of solid supported
preparative apparatuses is the recovery of the sample or
protein of interest.

The entire column must be emptied, and

subsequently repoured for the next run, this makes the
entire process extremely labor intensive.
Any commercial or preparative device of significance
to the biotechnology industry must

first

overcome the

limitation in sample size. This is not a benign task since
the problems of heat removal and

matrix stabilization

increase rapidly with increasing sample size.
Bender & Hobein Elphor VaP 21 and Elphor VaP 22
Based upon the concept developed by Hannig (19) and
further

by

Wagner (20) under the

name

of

"Free

Flow

Electrophoresis" (FFE), this very versatile instrument can
run separations in the ZE, IEF,
continuous

and

ITP modes with

flow through the separation

chamber.

separation cell consists of a narrow channel 0.5mm

a

The
thick

between two parallel plates in which laminar flow conditions
of carrier buffer are maintained.

Natural convection is

overcome by a stabilization procedure using the
viscosity of the electrolyte solution

and

a

inherent

thermostated

back plate.
The carrier buffer is injected through the top of
the cell via several symmetrical ports.

The sample may be
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injected

further

down

the

separation

chamber

through

injection tubes in the flow stream or may be included in the
carrier buffer.

The sample and electrolytes flow

through

the cell from top to bottom where the entire chamber is
divided

into 90 different

throughput

of

this

fractions (figure

apparatus

electrophoretic mode used for

depends

the

front

plate

of

the

cell

The

upon

the

separation but can be

estimated to be from 0.05 to 20 grams/hour.
in

8).

A quartz window

provides

for

a

UV

absorbance/light scattering measurement.
Through an interface with an laboratory computer,
real time process data may be collected and

the parameters

manually changed to optimize the separation. The principal
applications are in the separation of cells, organelles, and
membrane proteins.

The Elphor VaP 22 is the newer version

of the two machines and has a separation chamber
long as the Elphor

VaP

twice as

21.

Similar instrumentation is available from other
sources (Hirschmann).

The electrophoresis chamber developed

by McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Company and tested aboard
the Space Shuttle had a

much larger

separation

chamber

(110cm X 3.0mm X 16cm ), and was divided into 197 outlets.
This theoretically allowed for much greater throughput.

BUFFER SOLUTION

SAMPLE

1
SEPARATION
CELL

•

DETECTOR-

MULTICHANNEL PUMP

FRACTION COLLECTOR

Figure 8

Schematic representation of the
(Adapted from reference 3).

Elphor VaP
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BIOSTREAM
In this instrument manufactured and distributed by
CJB Development Ltd. (Great Britain), the separation

takes

place in a continuously flowing buffer solution within a 3mm
wide

vertical annulus formed by two coaxial cylinders with

the outer radius being 9cm (figure 9). Flow through the
annulus is in the upward direction and is stabilized by a
linear shear gradient maintained

across the annulus. Shear

is produced through rotation of the outer cylinder (about
150 rpm) while keeping the inner cylinder stationary.
separation
direction.

occurs
No

zone

electrophoretically

internal

cooling

is

in the

provided,

The

radial
however

electrolyte and carrier solutions are precooled to about 4°C
before entering the apparatus.
are

separated

from

the

The electrode compartments

annulus

by

means

membranes supported on a cellulose substrate.
concentric cylindrical layers

of

dialysis

Twenty nine

of fluid are collected at the

top of the chamber through an array of parallel spacers,
which guarantees collection of very narrow portions of the
annulus. The processing rate, which may be as high as 100
grams/hour, is the highest throughput for any preparative
electrophoretic

machine today.

is commercial scale

It's principal application

protein separation.
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Curttf m

3
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Out* aecmxyM

Inner electrolyte in
electrolyte oul
To collection msnloid

Carrier input-l

—Migrant mixture input

Migrant fractions outlets
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Electrode secton
(ueeil

ROOT

Electrophoresis

Slatcx

Rotor

b.
Continuous Electrophoretic Separator

Figure 9

Diagrammatic representation of the BIOSTREAM
(from reference 20)
a) Cutaway drawing showing the construction of
the rotor, stator, and main flow channels.
b) Simplified diagram showing separation of 3
idealized components.
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RIEF
This instrument

developed

by

Bier (22)

at

the

University of Arizona utilizes a unique recycling principle.
Ten discrete outputs are collected from the electrophoretic
cell and are reinjected after passing through an external
heat exchanger.
are a

The essential

components of this machine

focusing cell, a multichannel

exchange reservoir (figure 10).
UV measurements are optional.

pump,

and

a heat

Computer controlled pH and

During focusing, the solution

is recycled through the cell and the heat exchanger.
proteins of the sample gradually
When
are

migrate

The

towards their pi.

focusing equilibrium is achieved, the ten fractions
simultaneously

collected.

Fluid

stability

in

the

separation chamber is maintained by monofilament nylon
screens
screens

between
prevent

adjacent

sections

convective

allowing molecular migration.

of

mixing

the
of

chamber.

These

fractions

while

Electrode compartments are

separated from the focusing cell by ion exchange membranes.
The actual throughput range is from 1 to 5 grams/per hour
but due to it's modular design, the apparatus can be scaled
up quite easily.

It's main application is the fractionation

of soluble proteins.
This

apparatus

is

easily

converted

to

perform

separations in a modified ZE mode known as Feed and Bleed
(FAB) (3,23).

The entire apparatus is filled with a uniform

pH MONITOR

UV MONITOR
POWER
SUPPLY
HEAT EXCHANGE
RESERVOIR
/

UV
CONTROL
PUMP CONTROL

FOCUSING.

Figure 10 Schematic representation of the RIEF showing -all
major components (From reference 3)
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background buffer with a well defined pH.

The sample is

then injected through the entrance to the cell and separated
protein is withdrawn at
chambers.

equal

rates through the

lateral

Upon injection into the uniform buffer, sample

components with isoelectric points above the background pH
will be positively charged and migrate towards the cathode
(-) whereas those whose pi is below the background pH will
be negatively charged and will migrate towards the anode
(+).

The feed and bleed mode is very effective for the

crude

fractionation

of

samples

with

widely

differing

isoelectric points.
The Elphor VaP,

BIOSTREAM,

and

RIEF

have

been

compared using a complicated mixture of brain proteins (24).

ROTOFOR
Like the RIEF, the Rotofor is stabilized by nylon
mesh screens,the geometry of the separation chamber is
annular however (25).

A cooling finger accounts for

inner wall of the annulus through which cooling fluid
continually circulated (figure 11).

the
is

The entire apparatus is

rotated about a horizontal axis slowly (6.6rpm) in order to
achieve thorough

remixing

within

each

compartment.

The

Rotofor is only designed for use in the isoelectric focusing
mode and there is no provision for sensing or modifying the
process underway.

The total volume of the separation
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chamber is 40 ml. The Rotofor has proven to be very well
suited

for subfractionation of individual channels of the

RIEF apparatus with a maximum sample load of 40ml.
Other Methods
Additional
have

been

proposed

methods
and

of

preparative

reported

using

electrophoresis

alternate

support

media or unique geometries tp contribute to stability,
however most are not commercially available.
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Figure 11

Diagrammatic representation of the RO'rOFOR
(From Bio-Rad promotional literature)

CHAPTER 4
SCALE UP OF ELECTROPHORESIS
Electrophoresis provides a promising alternative to
the

commonly

used

techniques

biomolecules produced
techniques.

for

the

separation

by recombinant genetic

of

engineering

It is possible to avoid the most common

pitfalls associated with downstream
are i) low yield,

bioprocessing,

ii) high operating

denatured products.

these

cost, and

iii)

Electrophoresis is a non-denaturing

process and gives excellent recoveries of

pure final

products, under the proper conditions even the operating
cost becomes minimal.
The only method

for scale up of

electrophoresis

which can offer the volumetric throughput demanded by the
biotechnology
stabilization.

industry,
The

is

the

objectives

use
for

of

the

free
scale

fluid
up

of

electrophoresis using this method are maximization of
throughput

and separation and the minimization of dynamic

fluid disturbances.

Unfortunately the first two objectives

are often inversely related, that is, an increase in
throughput is associated

with a concomitant decrease in

resolution and vice-versa.
Maximization of throughput and resolution requires
30
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minimization of the fluid disturbances associated with the
process.

These fluid disturbances are present in various

forms which potentiate each other, some contribute to the
disturbances in an additive fashion, while others will tend
to cancel each other out.

These disturbances range from

those which are well understood to those with much more
enigmatic

characteristics.

disturbances

result

from

the

The

more

well

parabolic

flow

known
profile

associated with the laminar flow through the separation
chamber and from free convection due to heating associated
with

the

passage

of

current

Disturbances which
play

an

even

larger

electrophoresis.
which

describe

through

are less

dispersive

well

role

the

understood
in

observed

effect

may

preparative

These disturbances are known
the

solution.

rather

by
than

names
the

mechanism, electroosmosis and electrohydrodynamics are more
poorly understood and are currently the subject of intense
study.
Joule Heating and Convection
The passage of current through the fluid will
generate heat by the mechanism described by Ohm's law
P = I2R
where P = Power (watts)
I = Current (amps)
R = Resistance (ohms)
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The amount of heat generated is not constant,
either spatially or temporally, at all points in the
process.

In all modes of electrophoresis the composition

of the system is not uniform at all points and peculiar to
recycling free fluid electrophoresis the composition of the
system changes with time.

Therefore the amount of heat

generated at each point in the chamber will vary with time.
The influence of this heat is multi-faceted.

If

not efficiently removed from the system the heat will
accumulate

and

lead

to

possible

proteins in the system.

denaturation

The local density

of

the

gradients

associated with the varying temperature can lead to
radical

changes

in

the

velocity

profiles,

actually

contributing to flow in the direction opposite to the bulk
flow (26).

In a worst case scenario, self-stabilizing

flows perpendicular to the separation plane have been
reported and attributed solely to the influence of heat and
the

localized

density

differences

(27)

(figure

12).

Stabilization of these flows using an electromagnetic field
of approximately 1 k-gauss has been reported (28)
Electroosmosis
Electroosmosis is the opposite of electrophoresis,
it is the movement of fluid relative to a stationary solid
phase (29). It is, however, driven by the same mechanism.
As water molecules approach the negatively charged walls of
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+

Figure 12 Diagram of self stabilizing thermally driven
flows in a free fluid electrophoresis chamber.
(Adapted from reference 28)
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the chamber (most surfaces carry a net charge and usually
this is negative) their

dipoles will tend

to

orient

themselves in a uniform manner, with the negative end
protruding from the neutralized layer near the wall.
applied

electric

field

will

draw

these

water

An

molecules

toward the negative pole and there will be a bulk flow of
liquid along the walls toward this pole. If there is a
boundary at this
electrophoresis,

pole as

continuity

is the case
dictates

in

that

free

the

fluid

displaced

fluid will flow in a reverse direction down the center of
the separation chamber.

The pattern of this flow will be

dictated by the geometry of the chamber (figure 13).

This

electroosmotic flow will lead to a disruption of the
laminar, parallel flow profile required for the separation.
Electrohvdrodvnamics
The existence of adjacent portions of fluid with
dramatic

differences

in

conductivity

will

lead

to

bulk

fluid disturbances which are as of yet poorly understood.
A

number

of

investigators

have

however none have been proven.

proposed

theories,

(30)

It is believed that this is

the force which provided the most dramatic instabilities
that

were seen

during

the

electrophoresis

operation

space experiments performed on the space shuttle (31).

in
A

dramatic difference in the conductivity of the sample
stream relative to the carrier buffer creates a dispersive
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Figure 13 Illustration of the three dimensional nature of
electroosmosis in a laminar flow profile in a
free fluid electrophoresis chamber.
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effect.

Under the influence of the electric field, the

round profile of the sample stream is rapidly elongated.
This effect assumes either a prolate or oblate projection
in

the

chamber

(figure

14).

If

the

sample

is

of

dramatically lower conductivity, the sample stream will be
deformed along the transverse axis of the separation
chamber, if however the sample stream has much higher
conductivity
separation

the sample stream will be deformed along the
axis.

If

the

sample

stream

and

buffer

conductivity are matched prior to injection the phenomenon
is not observed (32).
Crescent Phenomenon
The combined effects of the parabolic flow profile,
electroosmosis,
crescent

and

phenomena

electromigration
in

single

contribute

pass,

electrophoretic devices (figure 15) (33,34).
phenomena will lead to a
adjacent zones.

thin

to

a

film

This crescent

band spreading and

overlap of
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^ Simpl*

^ Buffcr

^ Sample ^ ^ Buffer

Figure 14 Effect of Electrohydrodynamics in two cases:
a) Conductivity of sample is lower than that of
the background buffer.
b) Conductivity of sample is higher than that of
the background buffer.
This phenomenon is apparently only significant in
the presence of dramatic conductivity differences
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Figure 15 Three dimensional representation of the crescent
phenomenon showing it's effect on the position of
particles in different lateral positions in the
flow stream.
(from reference 35)

CHAPTER 5
RECIRCULATING FREE FLOW
ELECTROPHORESIS
The principle of recirculating electrophoresis has
been published by Bier (22) and has been shown to work well
for a number of separations.
previous

work

provides

The device used for this

bulk

fluid

stability

via

monofilament nylon screens which prevent the flow of fluid
across them but allow the passage of molecules and electric
current.

The discrete nature of these compartments leads

to a non-continuous system under operation.

Rather than a

continuously varying background pH gradient in isoelectric
focusing, a sharp pH gradient is established at

each

screen, with the fluid between two screens being maintained
at

some

value

intermediate

to

the

two

adjacent

compartments.
Some proteins, when exposed to a solution which has
a pH near their isoelectric point will form
precipitates.

globular

In the RIEF apparatus, these precipitates

will tend to foul the membranes.

This increased charged

surface area on the membranes will promote electroosmosis.
The pressure differential generated by electroosmosis may
be large (several inches of water) and is a direct function
of the applied voltage.

The bulk flow of fluid between
39
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adjacent chambers will lead to remixing,

therefore when

electroosmosis begins to occur during a separation the run
generally must be aborted.

Under the best of conditions

any precipitate which is formed on the membranes will have
arisen from contaminating proteins and the membranes may be
discarded or cleaned using denaturants or enzymes. If
however

the

interest,

a

precipitated

protein

scheme

be

must

is

devised

the
to

protein
remove

of

this

precipitate from the membranes and recover it's activity.
Stabilization by Shear
Recycling Free Fluid Electrophoresis utilizes the
flowing fluid's viscosity for stabilization.

Fluid flows

as a narrow film between two parallel flat plates.

This

principle

for

flow

Numerous

other

is

the

most

stabilization of such a

common

process

utilized

fluid.

instruments have been constructed using this method of flow
stabilization for continuous flow electrophoresis.
these

instruments

a

DC

electric

field

is applied

In
in

a

direction perpendicular to the flowing stream of buffer and
sample.

The

separation

is

effected

in

a

single

fractions of which are collected at the exit.

pass,

One critical

parameter is the gap width which is generally of the order
of .5 to 1.5 mm. Heat dissipation is limited by the cooling
capacity

of the walls of the chamber which

limits the

amount of power which may be applied to such a system.
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The
apparatus

RF3
was

(Recirculating
originally

isoelectric focusing mode.

Free

developed

Flow

for

Focusing)

use

in

the

The method of stabilization is

the same as previous continuous methods, however the
reinjection of the collected fractions allows for the use
of higher flowrates and increased power which add increased
fluid stability and sample resolution respectively.
Stability is imparted to the fluid by the shear
stress which acts to minimize the
electroosmosis.

instabilities

due to

Shear stress is defined as the ratio of

force F to surface area A and is given by %•
dU
T" "V

dP
~ "dL7

CI]

where:
li = fluid viscosity
U = fluid velocity
centerline
P = pressure

at

a

distance

y

from

the

For laminar flow between flat plates dP/dL is
constant across the depth of the channel by definition.
For this reason,
maximum

x

varies linearly with y,

at the walls (y=b)

and

zero

at

being

the

at

a

centerline

(y=o).
The total

discharge Q

per unit

width

W

of the

channel is given by:
Q

W

=

=
dL

2b
3|x

[2]
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If we substitute for dP/dL in eq [1] we determine that
3Q (l '
t
b
So that while shear stress increases only linearly with Q
it

is

inversely

proportional to the cube

of

b.

This

explains the importance of keeping the channel depth to a
minimum.
and

In practice a wall spacing (2b) of between 0.05

0.1cm was determined to be optimal.

This

must

be

determined empirically because the critical value of t

is

unknown and may not be calculated a priori.
Typical values of these variables for the RF3
chamber are as follows:
L = 31.75 cm
W = 5.35 cm
Q = 5 cm3 per second
|i = 0.01 poise (g/cm sec)
D = 0.0762 cm
b = 0.0381 cm
Cell Volume 19.59 cm3
Calculated:
R = 3.9 seconds
U = 8.1 cm/sec
X = (253.4)y g/cm sec2
Typical values of these variables for the Elphor
VaP 22

chamber are as follows:

L = 50 cm
W = 10 cm
Q = 0.416 to 0.0138 cm3 per second
p. = 0.01 poise (g/cm sec)
D = 0.05 cm
b = 0.025 cm
Cell Volume 25 cm3
Calculated:
R = 60 to 1800 seconds
U = 0.833 to 0.027 cm/sec
f = (1.325)y to (39.94)y g/cm sec2
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at the walls then ^ max =

9.65

g/cm

sec2 for the RF3 and

much less for the Elphor VaP varying between 0.03313 and
0.9985 g/cm sec2.

These calculations show that

the

stabilization due to shear at the walls and the rate of
shear through the fluid towards the center of the chamber
is at least an order of magnitude greater in the RF3 than
in the Elphor VaP even though the chamber of the RF3 is
150% deeper than the Elphor VaP.
Stabilization by Forced Convection
The rapid recirculation of fluid
convection

to

convection,
gradients

be

significantly

eliminating
caused

by

causes the forced

greater

instabilities

temperature

than

due

and

to

natural
density

concentration

differences in the chamber.
This relative

effects

of

forced

and

natural

convection can be estimated using the ratio of the Grashof
number to the square of the Reynolds number.
p'gb^p
2
11

Gr _
Re

bgAp
2

y2

H.
The convection effects will be negligible if this
.

ratio is much smaller than 1.

This requires operation at

relatively high Reynolds numbers or very low Grashof
numbers.

The latter being

highly

impractical requiring

microgravity, no density gradients or very shallow cells.
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The

former

is easily

accomplished

using

high

flowrates

which are incompatible with single pass operation.
Since

the

fluid

is

recirculated,

it

is

not

necessary for the entire separation to take place in one
pass through the electric field, only incremental changes
in the position of each sample

component occur during the

time it is under the influence of the field.
through the chamber at a rapid

The passage

rate also decreases the

latent heat absorbed by the fluid which is particularly
advantageous

in the case

of

thermally

labile

proteins.

After exiting the separation chamber each fraction is
passed through a

separate channel in an in-line

heat

exchanger and recooled before reinjection.
Under these conditions the RF3 can tolerate a
continuous input of 200W of power and see a temperature
rise of approximately 12°C in a non-refrigerated chamber,
almost no temperature rise is detected in the chamber with
a cooled back plate.

The most direct comparison is to the

conventional single pass continuous flow

electrophoresis

apparatuses which can tolerate less than 10 W during IEF
when the residence time may be over 1800 seconds.
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We can compare the relative effects of the Gr/Re2
in the two machines:
RF3
Cooled
Temperature
Change °C
Gr/Re2

Elphor VaP
Uncooled

4

2(estimate)

12

66 X 10"6

495 X 10~6

4.1 X 10~3
to
11.1

If the Elphor VaP is run with a residence time of 1
minute, and the ratio of Gr to Re2 is desired to be the
maximum

of

the

temperature rise

ratio

in

the

RF3

in the chamber

must

(495

X

10~6)

be kept

to

the
below

0.1775 °C.
Design
The RF3 consists of 3

primary components, the

separation chamber, the multichannel recirculating

pump,

and a heat exchanger/pulse trap which serves as the primary
process fluid reservoir.
Separation Chamber
The separation chamber (figure 16) is certainly the
most complex portion of this device.

It consists of a

securely braced piece of 1.5 inch Plexiglas into which has
been machined a cavity to a depth of 0.030 in., at both
ends of this cavity are partitions which serve the purpose
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of laminarizing the

flow

prior to

unstabilized area of the cell.

entrance

into the

Each channel formed

by

these partitions is connected to one tube from the manifold
matrix.

The length of these channels was estimated based

upon the number of pipe diameters required for a flow to
assume the fully developed laminar profile after a change
in velocity vector (36).
The electrodes mount in chambers on the front of
the separation chamber and are connected to the flowing
fluid via a thin slot (0.030in) running the distance of the
chamber (figure 17).

A semipermeable membrane separates

process fluid from the fluid in the electrolyte compartment
which may have dramatically different properties.
The entire apparatus described above is attached to
a thermostated cooling plate and sealed using a pair of 0rings.
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Figure 16 Diagram of the separation chamber viewed from the
bottom. Figure 17 shows a cut away view of the
electrode body assembly.
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Figure 17 Cut-away view of the separation chamber detailing
the electrode mounting chambers.
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Pump
Recirculation of the process fluid is provided by a
52 channel peristaltic pump accurate to
channel.

within

10%

per

This pump head uses a series of teflon coated

stainless steel rollers geared to rotate in the opposite
direction as the

pump to decrease stretching

silicone rubber tubing sets.

of the

The pump has an adjustable

shoe so that the amount of pressure on the tubing may be
carefully adjusted to provide minimum pulsing at inlet and
outlet.

The flowrate of process fluid through the pump may

be above 500 ml/min ( > 12 ml/min per channel).
Heat Exchanger
The third

major portion of the system

combined heat exchangers/bubble and pulse traps.

is the
Serving

as the major reservoir of the system they provide for the
most straightforward modification of process volume.

These

reservoirs maintain the separation of all 48 fractions of
the

process volume

while

providing

uniform

cooling

and

storage.
Figure 18 is an overall schematic of the system.
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•quick connect

electrode

Separation Chamber

fraction

collector

O
IN*

heat exchanger
reservoirs

RECYCLING FREE FLOW
ELECTROPHORESIS APPARATUS
Figure 18 Schematic of RF3 (Recycling Free Fluid Focusing)
apparatus. Showing the major components.
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Experimental Results
The first
validation

experimental

of the concept

associated

with

apparatus.

it's use

and
as

work with the
exploring
an

the

RF3

was

parameters

isoelectric

focusing

For these experiments commercially available

ampholytes were used (AMPHOLINE pH range 3.5-10, LKB).

The

effect of sample loading was elucidated using 1% ampholine
and

varying

the

concentration

of

hemoglobin.

The

electrolytes were 0.1 M NaOH and H3P04 and ion exchange
membranes (IONICS, Watertown, Mass.) were used to separate
the process fluid from the electrolytes.

The endpoint of

the separation was determined when the voltage vs time plot
plateaus out (figure 19).

This is a phenomena unique to

isoelectric focusing, with time as the system is focused,
each of the species migrates toward their isoelectric
point.

As a species becomes less charged

it carries

current less readily and hence the overall resistance of
the medium increases.

Since in isoelectric focusing the

approach to equilibrium is asymptotic, the resistance
initially

increases

rapidly

and

gradually

levels

off.

After collection, the samples were spectrophotometrically
assayed for hemoglobin concentration.

After this analysis

the concentration was plotted and analyzed statistically
with respect to position and pH (figures 20-23).

In each

of the runs the recovery of hemoglobin was above 90%
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Hb %

time
min

Mean #

SD

0.02

152

15.16

1.67

7.12

0.25

0.1

245

10.16

2.24

7.10

0.19

0.5

136

18.33

1.33

7.10

0.19

Mean pH

SD

The effect of protein buffering is seen by the fact
that the standard deviation with respect to tube number can
increase while the standard deviation with respect to pH
does not increase.

The data from the experiment with 5%

hemoglobin is not statistically accurate because several
tubes to the left of the sample zone also contained protein
that was not assayed for.

The protein buffering effect is

still seen in the plots of pH vs tube number.

Protein

buffering is noted by a decrease in slope of the pH plot.
It

is

notable that

isoelectric

focusing

may

be

accomplished using a mixture of known ampholytes such as
amino acids and peptides (37).

This technique has the

advantage of step pH gradients and thus may potentially
offer fine resolution of components with

pi's

near one

another.
One advantage of the RF3 is the lack of stabilizing
screens

found

in such

instruments

as the

RIEF.

These

screens can trap particulate matter and precipitates which
will clog them. This clogging will cause an electroosmotic
flow across the screens.

This is not a trivial problem
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since

the

pressure

gradients

generated

by

this

electroosmotic flow may be on the order of several inches
of water.
In another configuration the machine is used in a
continuous mode dubbed feed and bleed (figure 24). A
background buffer solution is selected in such a manner
that the sample components of interest will migrate in one
direction with the majority of impurities migrating in the
opposite direction.

The sample to be separated is injected

in the center of the chamber and migrates differentially
across the separation axis with each pass.

After multiple

passes through the chamber the sample will migrate to the
extreme boundaries.

Tubes at the extreme channels are left

open and sample is collected from these channels. Figure 23
demonstrates the results of one such run.
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Figure 19 Tracing of a Voltage vs time recording during an
isoelectric focusing run at 200W constant power.
The drops in the voltage indicate that the power
was reduced to decrease the fluid instabilities
which develop with increased focusing.
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Ampholine (3.5-10)
6000

14
-Q- pH
Conductivity

-5000
-4000
3000 "

X
a.

-2000 O
-1000

Fraction

Figure 20 Plot of pH and Conductivity profiles of a run
using ampholine only. The pH profile is evenly
sloped in the region away from the membranes and
the conductivity profile is flat as expected in
this region.
The aberrations at the extreme
edges are due to membrane effects.
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Figure 21 Plot of pH, Conductivity and concentration of
hemoglobin in a run using 0.02% Hb. The
hemoglobin is not buffering at this low
concentration so the pH profile is evenly sloped.
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Figure 22 Plot of pH, conductivity, and concentration of
hemoglobin in a run using 0.1% Hb. The effects
of buffering are seen in the region containing
the protein. Conductivity spikes are also seen
bordering the protein this is due to a liquid
membrane effect which caused ion transport to be
decreased in this area.
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PH
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Figure 23 Plot of pH and concentration of hemoglobin in
run using 0.5% Hb. The effect of the protein
buffering on the pH profile is pronounced.
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Figure 24 Schematic illustration of Feed and Bleed (FAB)
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Figure 25 Analysis by IEF on a polyaery1amide gel (pH3.5 to
10), of a FAB fractionation of human serum. The
sample was diluted 1:5 in 3M urea and infused
into the central channnel of the RF3 at lOml/min
50 ml fractions were collected at lOminute
intervals from each end channel for gel analysis.
The results of nine fractions from each end are
shown,
Those on the left side were taken from
the anodic end and those on the right side from
the cathodic
end.
The
arrow
indicates
precipitated protein from sample application and
not proteins with a pi at this point.
(from reference 3).

CHAPTER SIX
RECYCLING ISOTACHOPHORESIS
In the isotachophoresis mode of operating the RF3
required modifications to the both the apparatus and
operating procedures (figure 26).
The

ion

exchange membranes

used

for

isoelectric

focusing which only allow the passage of protons and
hydroxyl ions are replaced by standard cellulose dialysis
membranes.

The

dialysis

membranes

allow

all

molecules

below a specific size to pass freely, the use of these
allowed for chemical continuity to be maintained at the
boundaries.

The addition of injection ports to the tubes

feeding the extremes of the chamber and drainage tubes in
the center and far left tubes allows for sample injection
and counterflow application.

Counterflow is applied using

a syringe pump to minimize pulsation at application.
The
ultraviolet

entire

boundary

detector

is

interfaced

detected
with

a

using

an

Commodore

microcomputer which also controls the counterflow applied
by the syringe pump.
A typical experiment would proceed as follows.

The

entire separation chamber (figure 27) is filled with the
leading electrolyte which is recirculated through the
61
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SAMPLE RECOVERY
BOUNDARY DETECTOR

ELECTROLYTE
EXCHANGER
POWER
SUPPLY

BUBBLE
PULSE

TERMINATING
ELECTROLYTE

E=

SAMPLE

INJECTION

\

SEPARATION
CHAMBER
LEADING
ELECTROLYTE

COUNTERFLOW

RECYCLED
CHANNELS
COMPUTER SYSTEM

RECYCLING ISOTACHOPHORESIS

Figure 26 Schematic showing the overall RF3 system
configuration during Recycling Isotachophoresis.
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Recirculate
DETECTOR

Recirculate

Figure 27 Schematic of separation chamber during RITP
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precooled chamber.

After the fluid in the cell has come to

an equilibrium temperature, the sample

is injected

into

tube #4,(A) the flow of the electrolyte chamber fluid is
started, and power is applied.

As soon as the protein

front is detected, the center drain tube (C) is closed and
the drain tube on the far left (D) is opened. When the
absorbance at the detector has reached some preset value,
the syringe pump (B) is toggled on or off to control the
position of the stack.
exits via channel l (D)

The volume drained from the cell
and a net movement of fluid is

established in a direction opposite that of migration.

At

the termination of the separation the power is turned off,
and all pumps stopped.
and
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individual

A fraction collector is attached

fractions

are

collected

and

analyzed

separately for pH and conductivity.
Data Acquisition and Control
In an effort to keep the detector as general as
possible a multichannel flow through conductivity detector
which could

be mechanically or electrically scanned

was

designed (figure 28).
This would detect the sharp change in conductivity
between adjacent zones in the ITP stack.

Once these

changes were detected counterflow would be applied to keep
the

stack

at

a

constant

position.

The

flow

through

conductivity detector was designed and tested using model

Figure 28 Flow through conductivity detector designed for
use to determine position of stack in RITP.
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conductivity system and worked as expected.
use

however the high

voltage

overloaded on the second run.

operational

Under actual
amplifier

was

The voltage isolators in the

circuit (figure 29) are rated at 1000V and it is possible
that a much higher potential with respect to ground existed
across the instrument than this.

Unfortunately

voltage

isolators with a higher capacity would be prohibitatively
expensive so another detection scheme needed to be devised.
The successful detection scheme is based on a flow
through ultraviolet absorbance detector originally designed
for

liquid

chromatography (LKB

UVICORD

2138).

detector has outputs in the 0 to lOOmv

range

transmission and

suited

absorbance and

is

well

for

This
both

for the

detection of proteins and dyes absorbing in specific
spectral regions.

This detector uses the same method of

detection as the detector on the Tachophor and therefor we
can determine it's suitability as a detector prior to an
actual run.
The Commodore was interfaced to the system using a
modified commercially available analog to digital/digital
to analog converter (A-D/D-A) (MW-611, Microworld R&D,
Lakewood, Colorado).

This board also had 16 single ended

discrete outputs (solid state darlington

relays) capable

of switching 30 VDC at approximately 100 mA.

A 12 V DC

power supply was built into the interface box and

a
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Figure 29 Schematic of high impedance detection electronics
originally interfaced between separation chamber
and computer.
(from reference 38)
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separate relay box was built to hold up to sixteen 12 VDC
relays (DPDT) with contacts rated at 1000 V.

These relays

were chosen to withstand the voltages associated with the
conductivity detector.

The original design incorporated

the digital to analog portion of the interface to control
the application of counterflow via a gear pump.

The final

apparatus however used a relay to toggle a syringe pump in
response to the ultraviolet absorbance, this approach was
sensitive enough for the application.
The interface between the UVICORD

and the digital

to analog converter required the construction of a 50 fold
linear operational amplifier with overvoltage and reverse
polarity protection (figure 30).

This amplifier converted

the 0-100 mV signal from the UVICORD to the 0-5 V signal
required

by the A-D converter while

excursions outside of this range.

protecting

it

from

The computer

program provides for measurements to be taken on the order
of one per second and the logging of all data every 15
clock seconds.

Unfortunately the logging of data and

switching of relays causes interupts to be sent to the
clock and 15 clock seconds corresponds to slightly more
actual seconds.
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1/4 LH 324
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Figure 30 Schematic of 50X linear amplifier with
overvoltage and reverse polarity protection.
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Three computer programs were written for the data
collection and manipulation.

"SETUP","UVCONTROL", and

"UVPLOT2" all three are listed in the appendix and a flow
chart of each is included (figures 31-33)
Table of Memory Locations for Reference
LOCATION

FUNCTION

SETUP
53281

DETERMINE BACKGROUND COLOR

53280

DETERMINE BORDER COLOR

646

CHARACTER COLOR

56334

DISABLE KEYBOARD

1

DISABLE I/O BUS

12288

RAM LOCATION OF PROGRAMMED CHARACTERS

53248

ROM LOCATION FOR THE START OF CHARACTERS

53272

CHARACTER POINTER

52

BOTTOM OF STRING STORAGE

56

START OF BASIC POINTER

UVCONTROL
45-46

START OF VARIABLES POINTER

1024 - 2023

SCREEN TEXT MEMORY

55926-56295

SCREEN COLOR MEMORY

56832

ADDRESS OF REGISTERS FOR I/O

57088

ADDRESS OF DATA FROM A-D

Set Background, Border
and Character colors

. Turn off Keyboard and I/O

Copy Character se*
from ROM to RAM

Turn on Keyboard and I/O

Set Character pointer
to read from RAM

Reprogran Characters in
ASCII range 33-40

Reset start of BASIC pointer
to protect reprogrammed paraaete:
from BASIC

r—

Figure 31

END

Flowchart of SETUP
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Reset Start of Variables Pointe:

Set Character polncur to uau
Redefined Characters

Initialise Systei

Change Diskettes and
Reinitialise System

Create File for 50C
Random Access Record:

Begin Eicperlac:

Reset Systen clock

Initialise all Variable:

Read Oata Pair/

Display Data or. Scree:

See If Counterflow should be applied

interval.

yes
Partem Requested
Function

QUIT?

Display Absorbar.se

Figure 32 Flowchart of UVCONTROL3
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Open Random Acccss Flic and
establish data and control channel

Open Printer as Flic

Select Variable to Plot

Position Data Pointe:
to Start of File

Print Header and Switch to
Dot Addressable Graphics

Read in next 7 sets of Data
and Set tic Mark every 20
points (Sx.ln)

Set Hi and Low data flag;
for this data set

Plot Points and Interconnecting lines
Skip the point if the data interval ha:
been skipped

DONE?]

END

Figure 33 Flowchart of UVPLOT
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List of Subroutine Starting Lines and Functions
for UVC0NTR0L3
LINE

FUNCTION

10-80

INITIALIZATION

80-266

PROGRAM BODY

270-350

CHANGE VALUES INPUT FROM KEYBOARD

1000-1050

DISPLAY MEASUREMENTS AND VARIABLES

1200-1220

GATHER NEW SETTINGS FOR PARAMETERS

1400-1440

PRINT PROMPT MESSAGE ON SCREEN

1500-1550

GENERATE HARDCOPY

1600-1635

INITIALIZE MW-611

1700-1790

SUBROUTINE TO READ DATA FROM A-D

2000-2130

INITIALIZE UVICORD %T AND A READINGS

2500-2550

CONTROL COUNTERFLOW

3000-3160

GENERATE HARDCOPY OF CURRENT DATA

3500

PRINT FIELD DEMARCATIONS

10000-12001

DATA

Figure 34 is an example of the three programs in
operation. The dotted line in figure 34a) is the absorbance
level that the program is controlling around and the solid
line is the actual absorbance recorded by the computer.
Figure 34b) is a record of the counterflow applied to the
system by the syringe pump.
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Figure 34 Example of computer programs UVCONTROL and UVPLOT
a) Tracing of UV absorbance vs time
b) tracing of counterflow vs time
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Isotachophoresis
Preliminary Investigation
Prior to using the RF3 in an isotachophoresis mode,
a it was necessary to validate an electrolyte system on the
Tachophor.

The use of an analytical scale instrument

provided data regarding the UV absorbance of the sample and
the characteristic conductivity profile of an ITP system.
For simplicity we chose a molecule which had well defined
electrophoretic characteristics and was colored.

The use

of a colored sample molecule allowed the experiment to be
followed

visually.

For

this

first

experiment

electrolyte system was the following:
LEADING ELECTROLYTE:

10mM HCl/Histidine pH 6.1

TERMINATING ELECTROLYTE:

10mM MES*/TRIS*

* MES

= 4-morpholineethane sulfonic acid

* TRIS = 2-amino-2-(hydroxymethyl)-1,3 propanediol
[Tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane]
SAMPLE: 6mM Bromphenol Blue

the
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In isotachophoresis it is vital that the boundary
conditions

remain

constant.

For

electrolytes were not recirculated and

this

reason

the

neither were the

first four channels from both ends of the chamber.

Also in

order to insure free exchange of the buffer and counter
ions,

the

ion

exchange

membranes

usually

used

in

isoelectric focusing are replaced with cellulose dialysis
membranes the pores of which are large enough to pass the
buffering ions.
The experiment was brief compared to isoelectric
focusing and was run for

only

approximately

45

minutes

before the blue zone migrated to the end of the chamber.
The primary result of this experiment was the fact that a
narrow blue zone was rapidly established near the injection
point and continued to migrate laterally through the cell
without broadening.

After collection the fractions were

analyzed for pH and conductivity and the stepwise change in
these parameters verified that the process was indeed
occurring in an isotachophoretic fashion (figure 35).
Further experiments were performed using the same
electrolyte system and other dyes as samples and the
separation was observed visually.

A bulk counterflow was

applied by hand and seen to displace an entire ITP stack
equally.
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Figure 35 Plot of pH, conductivity, absorbance data from
RITP.
LEADING ELECTROLYTE:
lOmM HCl/Histidine pH 6.1
TERMINATING ELECTROLYTE:
lOmM MES /TRIS
SAMPLE: 6mM Bromphenol Blue
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Preliminary RITP of Proteins
These results encouraged early work with hemoglobin
and albumin stained blue with bromphenol blue.
chosen

for this separation was that

previously

been

used

for

the

of

The system

Bier

separation

which
of

had

human

immunoglobulins(39);
LEADING ELECTROLYTE:
5mM Cacodylic acid/TRIS pH7.4-7.5
TERMINATING ELECTROLYTE: (Beta)-Alanine adjusted to pH 9.2
with Ba(OH)2
SAMPLE: 250 mg each of Hemoglobin and Albumin/BPB.
A chart recorder recorded the voltage differential
between two adjacent channels and steps were observed which
coincided with the passing of the blue zone through this
area of the cell.

In

order to

avoid

a

current

drain

between these two fractions, the voltage was measured
through a high impedance sensor and 1/4 of this voltage was
fed to the chart recorder (figure 36).
The protein zones were diffuse but were clearly
separated from one another by a clear zone.

The nature of

this

later.

clear

zone

remained

unknown

until

The

identical system was run on the Tachophor and the red zone
was not observed to migrate isotachophoretically. The
reason for this is that the hemoglobin has a mobility in
this system lower than the mobility of the terminator and
migrates

very

slowly

electrophoretic fashion.

in

the

terminator

in

a

zone
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•time
Chart Speed = 0 . 5 cm/min

Figure 36 Tracing of Voltage vs time detected by flowthrough conductivity detector.
Plotted voltage
is 1/4 of detected voltage. The drop in the
tracing is due to changing the offset voltage in
order to keep the tracing on the chart.
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These

preliminary

experiments

validate the viability of using

RITP

were

enough

especially

to

with

a

computer control of the migration.

RITP of Dves
Prior to running
experimented
molecules.

with

proteins through the RITP I

smaller

more

Colored dye molecules

well
were

characterized
used

since

data

already existed for ITP of this system (figure 37) (40).
The following electrolyte system was used for the
characterization of the system with small molecules.
LEADING ELECTROLYTE:
10 mM HCl/histidine pH 6
TERMINATING ELECTROLYTE: 10 mM MES/histidine pH 6
SAMPLE: Amaranth red, fluorescein, acetate
Figures

38

and

39

show

the

results

of

RITP

experiments using amaranth red and fluorescein as samples
with differing amounts of acetate as a spacing molecule.
The addition of acetate provided more separation of the two
zones.
absorbs

The amaranth red absorbs at 525nm, the fluorescein
at

450nm

and

both

dyes

absorb

at

254,

the

extinction coefficients of the dyes are approximately equal
at all three wavelengths and the 254 absorbance may
thought of as an integrated dye concentration.

be
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Figure 37 Tachophor separation of amaranth red (1),
acetate (2), bromphenol blue (3), glutamate (4)
and fluorescein (5) in equal concentrations.
LEADING ELECTROLYTE: •
lOmM HCl/Histidine pH 6.1
TERMINATING ELECTROLYTE:
lOltlM MES/TRIS

The conductivity profile encompasses all zones
with conductivity decreasing in a stepwise
fashion through each zone. The UV detector only
registers the dye zones.
(from reference 40)
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Figure 38 RITP of amaranth red, acetate and fluorescein.
LEADING ELECTROLYTE:
10 mM HCl/histidine pH 6
TERMINATING ELECTROLYTE:
10 mM MES/histidine pH 6
SAMPLE: 2ml
5mM amaranth red
50mM acetate
5mM fluorescein
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Figure 39 RITP of amaranth red, acetate and fluorescein,
with counterflow.
LEADING ELECTROLYTE:
10 mM HCl/histidine pH 6
TERMINATING ELECTROLYTE:
10 mM MES/histidine pH 6
SAMPLE: 2ml
5mM amaranth red
150mM acetate
5mM fluorescein
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The results of the separation of these two dyes and
the

spacer

obtained

are

from

not
the

of

the

same

quality
The

capillary.

of

the

resolution

results
of

the

preparative scale process is not of the same level as the
resolution

of

the

capillary

Nevertheless.

device.

the

system behaves in classical isotachophoretic manner in two
respects

i)

the

distinct

step

gradients

in

pH

and

conductivity and ii) the relative spacing of the two zones
by the addition of more acetate ion.
RITP of Proteins
Additional experiments would be performed under
conditions

which

would

hemoglobin and albumin.
determined.

favor

the

migration

of

both

However these systems needed to be

The literature suggested several ITP systems

at higher pH (41,42,43) and these were evaluated using the
TACHOPHOR.
Three leading electrolyte and two
electrolyte systems were evaluated.
Leading electrolytes:
A)
20 mM PhosphatejTRIS pH 9.0
B)
20 mM Cl-/TRIS pH 9.0
. * pH 10
C)
20 mM CL - jAmmed1ol
Terminating Electrolytes:
A) B~alaninejBa(OH)
B) MES/TRIS pH 9
C) EACA /TRIS pH 9

*
*

2 pH 9

Ammediol = 2-amino-2-methyl-1,3-propanediol
EACA = epsilon amino caproic acid

terminating
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The Ba(OH)2 is used to precipitate any carbonate
ion's formed from the dissociation of C02 at this basic pH.
The best system for this separation was chosen on
the basis of speed in the TACHOPHOR and also by determining
how

much

voltage

separation.

would

be

required

for

the

final

In order to use the maximal current possible

it is important that the resistance of the terminating zone
be

as small

as

possible

and

still

have the

hemoglobin

migrate at the interface. The resistance of the terminator
is reflected

by the final voltage across the capillary.

Based on the information from the TACHOPHOR, the system
chosen for the preparative work with Hemoglobin and Albumin
was:
Leading electrolyte:
20 mM Cl~/Ammediol pH 9.5
Terminating Electrolytes:
EACA/Ammediol pH 10.5
Preparation of the Electrolyte System
The counterion in the terminator was changed from
TRIS to

Ammediol

steady state.
follows:

in order to

expedite the

The electrolyte systems

are

approach to
prepared

as

a solution of 20 mM HC1 is made using degassed,

deionized water and the pH is adjusted with ammediol.

To

a 20 mM solution of

of

ammediol
terminator

and
is

EACA

Ba(OH)2
about

is

1 unit

is added
added

an

until

higher than

equal
the
the

amount
pH

of

the

pH

of

the

87.

leader.
a

N2

Both electrolytes should be freshly prepared under

blanket

in order to avoid

C02

redisolving

in the

buffer.
Determination of Spacing Molecules
After the system was determined, several amino
acids were investigated for use as spacing molecules which
would

migrate

as

an

intermediate

zone

between

the

hemoglobin and albumin (Figures 40,41,42).
A number of amino acids were shown to space the
molecules, glycine was chosen on the basis of it's cost and
ready availability.
Figure

40

shows

the

data

from

isotachophoresis of hemoglobin and albumin.
migrates

at

the

head

of

the

adjacently by the hemoglobin.

stack

and

capillary
The albumin

is

followed

Figure 43 shows the same

system in using RITP and shows identical behavior.

The

addition of glycine (figure 42) shows spacing of the
hemoglobin and albumin peaks by a non UV absorbing zone,
however baseline resolution is not obtained.

Figure 44

shows that the addition of glycine in the same proportion
to the sample injected into the RF3 also spaces the two
migrating protein zones,

however

neither

UV

baseline

resolution or complete separation of the protein zones is
seen,

however three conductivity plateaus are seen.

On

88

the basis of this experiment which suggests that the zone
structure is stable, twice the amount of glycine was added.
Since the length of a zone is in proportion to the amount
of component present, this should roughly double the length
of the non-UV absorbing zone between the two protein zones.
Figure 45 is the result of doing this and it can be clearly
seen that the two protein zones are resolved much more.
This procedure may be repeated'with additional amounts of
spacing

molecules

resolution.

in

order

to

achieve

the

necessary

Conductivity

-Hemoglobin

-Albumin

•

UV 280

time

Figure 40 Tachophor ITP of hemoglobin and albumin.
LEADING ELECTROLYTE:
10 mM HCl/ammediol pH 10
TERMINATING ELECTROLYTE:
10 mM EACA/TRIS/Ba(OH)2 pH 10
SAMPLE: 3ul
hemoglobin 2.5mg/ml
albumin
2.5mg/ml
(From reference 44)
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Conductivity

[

-Hemoglobin

•Cycloserine

-Albumin

UV 280

ki.

time

Figure 41 Tachophor ITP of hemoglobin, albumin, cycloserine.
LEADING ELECTROLYTE:
10 mM HCl/ammediol pH 10
TERMINATING ELECTROLYTE:
10 mM EACA/TRIS/Ba(OH)2 pH 10
SAMPLE: 3ul
hemoglobin 1.66mg/ml
albumin
1.66mg/ml
cycloserine 3.33mM
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Conductivity

Hemoglobin

Glycine

Albumin

280

time

Figure 42 Tachophor ITP of hemoglobin, albumin, glycine.
LEADING ELECTROLYTE:
10 mM HCl/ammediol pH 10
TERMINATING ELECTROLYTE:
10 mM EACA/TRIS/Ba(OH)2 pH 10
SAMPLE: 3ul
hemoglobin 1.66mg/ml
albumin
1.66mg/ml
glycine
3.33mM
(From reference 44)
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RITP of Proteins
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Figure 43 RITP of hemoglobin and albumin.
LEADING ELECTROLYTE:
10 mM HCl/ammediol pH 8.8
TERMINATING ELECTROLYTE:
10 mM EACA/TRIS/Ba(OH), pH 10
SAMPLE:
hemoglobin 250mg
albumin
250mg
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RITP of Hb & Alb
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Figure 44 RITP of hemoglobin, albumin and 19mg glycine.
LEADING ELECTROLYTE:
10 mM HCl/ammediol pH 9.5
TERMINATING ELECTROLYTE:
10 mM EACA/TRIS/Ba(OH)2 pH 10.67
SAMPLE:
165mg hemoglobin
140mg albumin
19mg
glycine
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RITP of Hb & Alb
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Figure 45 RITP of hemoglobin, albumin and 38mg glycine.
LEADING ELECTROLYTE:
10 mM HCl/ammediol pH 9.5
TERMINATING ELECTROLYTE:
10 mM EACA/TRIS/Ba(OH)2 PH 10.67
SAMPLE:
345mg hemoglobin
350mg albumin
38mg glycine
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Evaluation of System Capacity
From the raw data, spikes were seen at the front of
the stack in the wavelength absorbed by the bromphenol blue
dye and not at 280nm which suggests that the unbound dye is
migrating

at

the

front

of

the

stack.

In

order

to

characterize the loading behavior of the system, a large
quantity of blue stained albumin was injected.

Any unbound

blue dye would give erroneous results, so the sample was
exaustively

dialyzed

against

deionized

water.

The

electrolyte system used is identical to that used for the
hemoglobin and albumin separation

and the albumin is

injected in boluses after the initial injection has reached
the detector and is held immobile by counterflow.

The plot

(figure 46) shows the attainment of a transient state near
end of the stack (fractions 15-30).

This shows that the

characteristically flat profiles of pH and concentrations
were not

achieved

during

this

run.

This

data

also

demonstrates the ability to load the system until the stack
penetrates the entire separation chamber.

To be used in

this mode under computer control at least one additional
sensor would need to be implemented at the point at which
the cell would arbitrarily be determined to be full.

By

bolusing the entire sample at once, and demonstrating that
a steady state concentration was achieved (figure 47), it
was easily validated that the earlier profile was indeed
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RITP of Albumin
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Figure 46 RITP of albumin.
LEADING ELECTROLYTE:
10 mM HCl/ammediol pH 9.5
TERMINATING ELECTROLYTE:
10 mM EACA/TRIS/Ba(OH)2 pH 10.67
SAMPLE:
continuous injection of albumin to 2700mg
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RITP of Albumin
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Figure 47 RITP of albumin.
LEADING ELECTROLYTE:
10 mM HCl/ammediol pH 9.5
TERMINATING ELECTROLYTE:
10 mM EACA/TRIS/Ba(OH)2 pH 10.67
SAMPLE:
288Omg albumin

-a- pH
Conductivity
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the transient state due to the sample injection in the
terminator where the field strength was higher and pH was
lower than in the steady state albumin zone.

The steady

state protein concentration under these conditions was
approximately 8mg/ml and total protein load for the RF3
under the RITP conditions is in excess of 3 grams.

The

separation of this material could be performed in nominally
30 minutes so with larger capacity reservoirs, the capacity
of the device used in isotachophoresis mode could be in
excess of 6 g/hr.

This value compares favorable with all

currently used modes of preparative electrophoresis (figure
48.
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Instrument

Mode

Maximum Processing
Rate (g/hr)
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100
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•

BIOSTREAM

(a) FSF = Field Step Focusing
Figure 48 Comparison of capacities of available preparative
electrophoretic machines.
(Adapted from reference 3)
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RITP of Complex Samples
Unfortunately,

the

demand

for

preparative

separation of hemoglobin and albumin is nonexistent in any
use other than as a

model.

The

current

industrial demands are more challenging.

biotechnology

In an effort to

direct the use of RITP towards these needs attempts were
made at separating samples of a murine monoclonal antibody
to phencyclidine
regarding

(PCP).

A substantial body of work exists

isotachophoresis of the antibody

fractions

of

human serum (45-48). We operated under the assumption that
mouse ascites fluid would be similar to human serum.
The TACHOPHOR runs predicted the following system:
LEADING ELECTROLYTE:
10 mM Potassium acetate pH 6.35
TERMINATING ELECTROLYTE: 10 mM TRIS/acetic acid pH 6
Ampholine

was chosen as

a

spacing

molecule

by

virtue of the fact that it is made up of polydispersed
ampholytes.

The

polydispersed

ampholytes generally

are

designed to give an infinitely varying pH gradient in
isoelectric focusing.

In isotachophoresis these molecules

generate an infinitely varying
"stretch out" the migrating stack.

mobility

gradient

and

This approach has been

shown to work well on an analytical scale (39). Figures 49
and 50 are the results of Tachophor runs of the monoclonal
mixture with and without polydispersed ampholytes.
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Conductivity

280

time

Figure 49 Tachophor runs of Ascites fluid containing
monoclonal antibodies.
LEADING ELECTROLYTE:
10 mM Potassium acetate pH 6.35
TERMINATING ELECTROLYTE:
10 mM TRIS/acetic acid pH 6
SAMPLE:
Ascites fluid
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Conductivity

UV

280

time

Figure 50 Tachophor runs of Ascites fluid and 6% poly
dispersed ampholyte.
LEADING ELECTROLYTE:
10 mM Potassium acetate pH 6.35
TERMINATING ELECTROLYTE:
10 mM TRIS/acetic acid pH 6
SAMPLE:
Ascites fluid and 6% polydispersed ampholyte
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When this system was applied to RITP, the results
were dramatically different.

During the course of

the

first run, the system behaved as expected for approximately
one hour after which the voltage increased dramatically and
the current began to drop.

This behavior is characteristic

of isoelectric focusing and not of isotachophoresis.

The

fractions

were

collected

and

analyzed

conductivity and the results were the
would be expected (figure 51).

for

pH

and

opposite

of

what

The conductivity was much

lower in the region of the leading electrolyte, the area
normally of high conductivity, and was quite high in the
area of the terminating electrolyte.

The

pH

increased

across the entire chamber and was nearly 4 units above that
of the injected solution in the leading electrolyte.
pH

and

conductivity

of the

electrolyte

The

reservoirs

were

significantly altered also.
It was also evident from the analytical

results

that the system being used migrated much faster than had
the Chloride/EACA system previously used, knowing this it
was determined that the front may have migrated out of the
cell without being detected by the UV detector.
A

subsequent

experiment

was

performed

using

Cytochrome C as the sample, because analytical results had
suggested that it would migrate near the boundary, zone
electrophoretically

in the

terminator,

and

could

be
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RITP of Ascites & 6% Crapolyte
2000

•

1000 A

PH
Conductivity

Fraction

Figure 51 RITP run of Ascites fluid containing
monoclonal antibodies.
LEADING ELECTROLYTE:
10 mM Potassium acetate pH 6.13
TERMINATING ELECTROLYTE:
10 mM TRIS/acetic acid pH 5.62
SAMPLE:
llml Ascites fluid with 6% polydispersed
ampholyte
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detected by the UV detector.

In this experiment a red zone

of cytochrome C moved across the chamber.

After one hour

it reached a point in the cell at which it ceased to move.
This condition was

maintained

for three hours.

The

collected fractions were analyzed for pH and conductivity
and the results were tha same as previously seen with this
system (figure 52).
indicated

that

Since the data

the

cytochrome

from the TACHOPHOR
C

migrates

zone

electrophoretically in the terminator near the boundary, it
was hypothesized that the counterion was depleted too
rapidly from the leading electrolyte and this caused the
increase in pH.

On the basis of this hypothesis the pH of

solutions of different concentrations of potassium and
acetate were determined and it was discovered that a small
change

in

the

acetate

concentration

in

the

leading

electrolyte <5S could affect the pH by a large value (over
3 pH units).

Apparently what was happening in the cell was

that the pH of the electrolyte compartment was rising as
the terminator filled the cell, when the terminator reached
the border it encountered an area of very high pH and the
system began to behave in an isoelectric focusing mode.
In order to test this hypothesis the same system of
leader and terminator was run with no sample input.

The

separation was stopped after a specific amount of time and
assayed for conductivity and pH.

The step in the pH and
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Figure 52 RITP of cytochrome C
LEADING ELECTROLYTE:
10 mM Potassium acetate pH 6.26
TERMINATING ELECTROLYTE:
10 mM TRIS/acetic acid pH 5.33
SAMPLE:
33.39mg cytochrome C

-o- A(280)
Cytochrome C
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conductivity profiles was used to indicate the position of
the boundary.

To eliminate the effect of depletion of the

electrolyte in the chamber, the electrolytes were not
recirculated.

Even under these conditions the pH and

conductivity of the electrolytes changed
pass through the chamber.

after just

one

The results of these experiments

(Figures 53,54) show the front moving across the chamber at
a rate of approximately 1/2 channel per minute.
The next
after 90 minutes,
determined

run

of

ascites

proteins

was

collected

as soon as the voltage stabilized and

that the monoclonal antibodies did not migrate

in the stack (Figure 55)
Lentil Lectins
Another project underway in our laboratory involves
the purification of lentil lectins.

The pattern of lentil

proteins on an isoelectric focusing gel is similar to the
pattern of the ascites proteins and it was thought that the
system might give better results with this sample.

In an

effort to establish more rapidly the validity of using this
system a sample of pre-purified lectins was run. After a
computer simulation of the electrolytes system (9) revealed
that TRIS migrated at the boundary between potassium and a
proton, the terminator was changed to acetic acid.
proton is slowed

down by

complexation with the

which migrates as a counterion.

The

acetate
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Figure 53 Evaluation RITP Electrolyte System for 15 minutes,
LEADING ELECTROLYTE:
10 mM Potassium acetate pH 6.35
TERMINATING ELECTROLYTE:
10 mM TRIS/acetic acid pH 5.95
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RITP for 45 minutes
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Figure 54 Evaluation RITP Electrolyte System for 45 minutes.
LEADING ELECTROLYTE:
10 mM Potassium acetate pH 6.28
TERMINATING ELECTROLYTE:
10 mM TRIS/acetic acid pH 5.88
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Figure 55 Analysis of RITP run of Ascites fluid dialyzed
against the leading electrolyte.
% Bound is a
measure of the amount of monoclonal antibody
present.

Ill

The lectins migrate as a compact zone at
interface of the leading and terminating

ions.

the

When a

crude concentrated lentil extract is applied to the system
all the proteins present appear to migrate at the boundary.
An

interesting

phenomena

evidence of enforced

involved

in

this

migration (11) at the

system

is

boundary,

evidenced by a decrease in conductivity at the boundary
between the terminator and leader followed by the expected
rapid

increase just beyond the stack leading up to the

leader (figure 56, 57). This behavior is peculiar to ITP
systems in which the pH of the terminator is lower than the
pH of the leader. The lectins recovered from the sample
zone are active when assayed for agglutination activity.

Future Recommendations
Future investigation of this technique should be
primarily in two directions i) increase the versatility of
detection and

control system

ii) choose

one

protein

interest, and optimize an electrolyte/spacer system

of
to

isolate it.
The first objective is well suited to the chemical
engineering field and
tasks.

could consist of several specific

The addition of a second detector in another flow

channel would expand the capability of the system to be
able to determine when the loading capacity has been
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Pre-purified lentil lectins
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Figure 56 RITP of pre-purified lectin fraction.
LEADING ELECTROLYTE:
10 mM Potassium acetate pH 6.35
TERMINATING ELECTROLYTE:
10 mM TRIS/acetic acid pH 5.95
SAMPLE:
88mg of pre-fractionated lectins
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RITP of 16X concentrate of lentil extract
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Figure 57 RITP of lentil extract.
LEADING ELECTROLYTE:
10 mM Potassium acetate pH 6.28
TERMINATING ELECTROLYTE:
10 mM TRIS/acetic acid pH 5.88
SAMPLE:
10 ml lentil extract 16 times concentrated
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reached which could signal an opportunity for collection.
Preferably a some sort of scanning detector could

be

devised

of

which

would

allow

for

continuous

protein concentration in all fractions.

monitoring

This monitoring

would allow for determination of when a steady state had
been reached and could provide additional information as to
how well the counterflow was holding the system steady.
Since ITP (and IEF) is characterized by a steady state the
addition of a detector capable of indicating the protein
concentration

in

each

zone

would

provide

valuable

information as to the optimization of the process.

The

computer could be used to scan each channel and the data
between successive scans could then be used to determine if
the protein concentration profile was changing with time.
As soon as the concentration profile was determined to be
steady, the computer could signal the completion of the
process.
The detection and control system

is currently

limited ~to the absorbance and syringe pump.

A

more

ambitious system with an interface to a power supply,
coolant lines and recirculation pump is preferable. This
would add the possibility to automating the entire system
in both ITP and IEF modes.
An

additional

possibility

in

improving

the

versatility of the system would be to change away from the
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rather primitive Commodore system and software developed
for it to an integrated IBM-PC compatible system. Software
exists currently for the IBM-PC specifically designed for
this task;

This software can display

parameters

which

would allow the operator to more easily track the history
of the separation and have more interaction with the
system.
On a purely practical note, the syringe pump could
easily be changed to a variable speed

gear pump,

could

rate

allow

toggle it.

program

to vary the flow

which

rather than

A gear pump would also free the operator from

refilling the syringes every few minutes.
From a biochemical standpoint RITP should
be investigated and optimized with the goal of purification
of . one

specific

protein.

This

should

involve

the

investigation of different electrolyte systems, different
spacers and loading factors.
Conclusions
Preparative electrophoresis is here to stay as long
as people in the industry are willing to accept it as an
adjunct separation technology to chromatography and other
purification

steps.

electrophoresis
analytical
goal.

is

The
not

resolution

likely

electrophoresis,

but

to
this

of

preparative

approach
should

that

not

be

of
the

The goal of preparative electrophoresis should be to
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isolate one specific

protein

from

a

complex

milieu,

regardless of the fate of other constituents.
Recycling Isotachophoresis is one of a number of
electrophoretic techniques which deserve to be investigated
for specific purification problems.
problems

will

lend

Certain purification

themselves

to

electrophoresis more readily than others.

preparative
Some of these

will specifically be oriented towards separations based on
electrophoretic mobility differences.

It is these types of

separation problems which are likely to be solved

by

preparative

in

electrophoresis

in

general

and

RITP

specific.
It would be foolish to suggest that this technology
is the be all and end all of separation science, it is also
unwise to fail to recognize or investigate this technique
as one step in a purification protocol.

APPENDIX A

LISTING OF SETUP

10 REM
11 REM
5/15/86
20 REM CREATING PROGRAMMABLE CHARACTERS
21 POKE 532S1,0 ' REM SET BACKGROUND COLOR TO BLACK
22 POKE 53230,0 < REM SET BORDER COLOR TO BLACK
30 POKE 646,7J REM SET CHARACTER COLOR TO VELLOW
31 P0KE56334,PEEK<56334.1AND254!POKE 1,PEEK<1>AN0251•REM TURN OFF KB AND I/O
35 FORI=0TO631 REM CHARACTER RRAHGE TO BE COPIED FROM ROM
36 FOR J—0TO7! REM COPY ALL 3 BVTES PER CHARACTER
37 POKE 12283+1*3+J,PEEK<53248+ Ii#8+.J>' REM COPV R BVTE
33 NEXTJ ' NEXTI ' REM GOTO NEXT BVTE OR CHARACTER
39 POKE1,PEEK<1>0R4•P0KE56334,PEEK<56334)OR1'REM TURN ON I/O AND KB
48 POKE 53272,<PEEK<53272>AND 240>+12'REM SET CHAR POINTER TO MEM 12288
60 FOR CHAR=33 TO 40'REM PROGRAM CHARACTERS 33 TO 40 TO BAR CHARACTERS
65 POKE 12283+<8#CHAR>+0,0'REM SET INITIAL BVTE OF ALL CHARACTERS BLANK
70 READ NUMBER' REM READ IN CHARACTER DATA
30 FOR BVTE=1T07•REM DO THE OTHER 7 8VTES OF A CHARACTER
120 POKE 12238+<3*CHAR j i-BVTE, NUMBER •• REM STORE THE DATA IN MEMORV
140 NEXTBVTE•NEXTCHAR"REM COULD ALSO BE NEXT BVTE, CHAR
130 POKE 53272,21-REM RETURN TO NORMAL CHARACTERS
i£>5 POKE 52,48!POKE 56,43'CLR'REM PROTECT PROGRAMMABLE CHARACTERS FROM BASIC
198 LOAD "UVC0NTR0L3",3
200 0ATA128,192,224,240,243,252,254,255-REM DATA FOR CHARACTER 33
280 END
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APPENDIX B

LISTING OF UVCONTROL3
l a i?£M «iMHMHK«**UVCON rPOL3*W***i«!«*»"**W*
1 1 PEN
02/12/S7
1S'EMPnKE4? • PEEK< 174> : PGKE46* PEEK< 1 75} * CLR : REM

SET STRT OF VftR.PNTR TO NEW ftUDR
!•=; DIN »<'4S)'DIM TEST<7)1 REN DIMENSION flRRRV TO STORE VOLTHGES
14 POKE S3272,<PEEK<53272)AND 240)+12' REN SET POINTER TO MEM 12288 TO USE BARS
15 PRINT CHR#<147)'INPUT "TODAYS DATE" D$
IS i-OSUB 1600'MSG$="TIJRN ON THE MN-S11" • OOSUB 1400'GOSUB 2000'PRINT uHR*<147)
17 REM THE TITLE AND CHANNEL NO'S ARE POKED DIRECTLV TO THE SCREEN FROM DATA
l:';: FOP 1=55303 TO 55815'POKEI , 1 ' NEXTI
15' FOR 1=55323 TO 55335• POKEI ,3!NEXTI • POKE 1061.•58'F=0
2Q FOR I =56136T056295 • POK E1, 1 ' MEXTI
21 FOR 1=1076 TO 10SS
22 READ LT
30 POKE I,LT
40 NEXT I
41 TENP=0.30-OOSUB 272!REM SET THRESHOLD FOR COUNTERFLOW APPLICAT ION TO0. IS AIJ
45 POKE 646# 3'PRINT "3";Of'POKE 646,7-REM DISPLAV DATE ON SCREEN
50 READ LOC'IF LOCC1024 THEN GQT061
60 READ LT > POKE LOC,LT'GGTO 50
61 MSGS="PUT DATA DISK IN DRIVE"'GOSUB 1400
65 OPEN 1,3,15."10"'PEN OPEN COMMAND CHANNEL 15,DISK <8),FILEiU,INITIALIZE DISK
66 F #=0#+".REL>L/"+CHR#<48)'OPEN 2,3,2,F*'R=1
67 PR I NT#1,"P" i CHR#<36+2);CHRS<244);CHR#< 1)
,CHR#< 1)
'REN CREATE 500 RECORDS
63 pRINTttl,"P";CHRSC.96+2);CHR'iK 1 > ;CHR#f.0); CHR#* 1)'REM RETURN TO FIRST RECORD
76 MSG«= "PRESS ANV KEV TO START THE EXPERIMENT"'GOSUB14O0
-Z PN=0•LNGTH=66'OPEN 4,4'REN OPEN PRINTER FOR OUTPUT .ft]SET INTITIAL PARAMETER
,-S T14:="y00000"'REN
RESET SYSTEM CLOCK
m 1 unu i-iiKHNtl fcR
7? C#=CHR*<13)'R=0'REM C#=CARRIAGE RETURN'REN R= RECORD #
30 REM
31 REN
BEGIN PROGRAM EXECUTION
32 REN
35 FOR II=0TO3'R=R+1'REN II IS COUNTER OF INTERVALS TO TAKE READINGS
36 GOSUB 1700'CHAR=36 •' LINE=1424'X=V<!40)'GOSUB1000'S5=0' IFV(!40)>=21+i-SENSTHEN'-5=l
37 IF S5=TEST<7) THEN GOTO 31
88 GOSUB 2500' REM IF ABS>= THRESHOLD > THEN fiPPLV COUNTERFLOW
39 CHAR=25'LINE"1704'X=CNTRFLW'GOSUB1080
91 CK='v'ALCRIGHT#<:TI#,2)> 'IF < INT<CK)>45)AND< 11=0) I'OTn 3:?
32 IF INT<CK.»=15*II THEN T*=TIS'GOTO 38
33 GET A*'IF A*= "" THEN GOTO 86'REM CHECK TO SEE IF ANV KEVS WERE PRESSED
34 IF <RS<.;€HR*( 133J) OR <fl*>CHRS< 140)) THEN GOTO 36
35 GOSUB 270
9^" GOTO 136
R2=INT>-.R/256)'R1=R-R2«256'REM WRITE RECORD TO DISK
CiQ PRINT#l,"P";CHR*<36+2>;CHR*<Rl);CHR*<R2);CHRS<:i).REM POS. PNTR TO PROPER RCD
100 S$=CK$+RIGHT*<T$,5>+Ci'REM CK#=9 IF A DATA INTERVAL WAS SKIPPED
10? S#=S*+MID#<STR# < V),2,3)+C#
110 FOR J=40 TO 44'S#=S*+NID*':STR#<V<:J)),2,3)+C*'NEXT ,T
115 3#=S#+NIDS<STR*CCSENS+21),2,3)+C#+MID#<STR*CVOLT),2,4)+C#
116 S*=SS+MID$<STR*<CRRNT),2,3)+C*+MI0$>.'.STR*<:CNTRFLW).2.3
117 PRINT#2,S#
113 GOSUB 3000'LNGTH=LNGTH+1
120 CK*="0"
121 IF ECK=1 THEN GOTO 336'REM ECK IS AN END CHECK TO GO TO THE QUITTING LINE
122 FOR 1=6 TO 1 STEP-1'T<I)=V<I)'V<I)=V<1-1)'NEXT I'V<1)=V<40)
123 REM DISPLAV TINE OF EXPERIMENT
130 SEC#=MID*C.T#,5,2)
140 MIN#«STR#<VAL<LEFT#<T#,2))*60+VAL«MTO#(T*,3.2>J)

118

119

LISTING OF UVCONTROL3—Continued •

lse IF vaL<Min*^<:i00 THEN eoToise
170 POKE 1053..48+VAL'.:LEFT$<MIN:r,2)::''F=l

180 POKE 1059,4S+INT<ynL<RIGHT*<MXM*,2> >10>
IS2 POKE 1068,4S+INTC VAL'.RIGHTS<MIN«,1 > >)
190 FOR I=1TO2'POKE1061+I,4S+VAL<MIOS<SEC$, 1', 1 > > :NEXTI
191 REM END DISPLAY OF TIME ON EXPERIMENT
192 REM
'.93 REM
199 REM SET VALUES UP FOR DISPLAY SUBROUTINE
200 IF V<1>=T<1> THEN OOTO 210
201 LINE=1144'X='v\i:> 'GOSUB 1300'REM Vd> IS THE MOST RECENT VOLTAGE READING
210 IF V<2>«T<2> THEN OOTO 220.LINE=1134>X=V<2>•GOSUB 1000
215 LINE=1134'X=V <:2> •GOSUB 1000
229 IF V<3)=T<3> THEN GOTO 230'LINE=1224'X=V<3>'GOSUB 1908
225 LINE=1224•X=V<3>'GOSUB 1000
230 IF V<4>=T<.4> THEN GOTO 240 • LINE=1264• X=V< 4> > GOSUB 1000
235 LINE=1264•X=V<4>:GOSUB 1000
240 IF V<5>=T<S> THEN GOTO 250'LINE=13S4•X=V<5>>GOSUB 1000
245 LINE=1304' l'i=V <5> 'GOSUB 1006
250 IF V<6>=T<6> THEN GOTO 266 •' LINE=1344 >X=V<S> • GOSUB 1000
255 LINE=1344' i-:=V<6.> 'GOSUB 1000
266 NEXT II>GOTO 55
267 STOP
268 REM
269 REM PERFORM THE REQUESTED FUNCTION
270 IF R:FOCHR*<13S;' THEN GOTO 273' REM HARDCOPY
271 MSG*="NEW MAXIMUM HBSORBANCE"'GOSUB 1200
272 PRINT CHR$<19:"F0R 1= 1 TO 19 • PRINT > NEXT I 'FOR I = 1T0 39'PRINT " " ;' NEXTI
273 PRINT CHR#<19>'F0R I = t TO 19'PRINT • NEXT I*' FOR I =1T0 20'PRINT " 'S'NEXTI
276 PRINT "= ";TEMP;" ABS UNITS"'CSENSE = INTC<TEMP*110.5>+0.5>
277 LI NE=17S4 •• CHAR=25 i X=CSENS+21 'GOSUB 1000
27:3 IF ASOCHRSC 139> THEN GOTO 230' REM MAKE HARD COPV OF SCREEN
279 GOSUB 1500
230 IF rt*OCHR*<133>
THEN GOTO 300
235 REM CHANGE TOTAL VOLTAGE SETTING
290 MSGS="TOTAL VOLTAGE"'GOSUB 1200'VOLT=TEMP
295 CHAR=24'LINE=1544 X=VOLT'GOSUB 1000 > CHAR=25
300 IF A*OCHR$<134> THEN GOTO320
305 REM CHANGE CURRENT SETTING
310 MSG$="CURRENT" GOSUB1200 • CRRNT=TEMP
315 CHAR=25 > LI NE=» 1624 > X=CRRNT'GOSUB1000
320 IFA$OCHRS<135> THEN GOTO 331
325 REM CHANGE COUNTERFLOW SETTING
329 MSGS="CNTRFLW"'GOSUB1200'CFLUSET=TEMP
330 CHAR=25>LINE=1704'X=CNTRFLW'GOSUB1000
331 IF ASOCHRS<140.> THEN GOTO 340
332 REM END PROGRAM
333 MSGS="00 VOU REALLV WANT TO QUIT <V OR N>" 'GOSUB 1400
334 IF ItO"V" THEN 340
335 ECK=1: T'.E="999999"'CK$="9" • GOTO 93
336 POKE XX-S•CLOSE1'CLOSES'STOP
340 FOR I=631TO640'POKEI,.32'NEXTI'REM CLEAR KEYBOARD BUFFER
341 ICK=II 'II =INT<:VAL<RIGHT*<TI$,2>>/15> +1'REM SEE IF DATA INTERVAL SKIPPED
342 IF 11=4 THEN 11=0
343 IF HOICK THEN CK*="9"
350 RETURN
351 REM
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3SS REM *****************************
999 REM
SUBROUTINE TO DISPLAY DATA
1008 IF LINE>=1424 THEN GOTO 1046
1001 REM PRINT DATA ON CHANNEL VOLTAGE
1002 CHAR=36
1009 E0=INT < X/S> !S= 1 : IF ED-0 THEN GOTO1030
1010 FOR S=l TO ED
1020 r'OKE LINE+4+S.40
1025 NEXT S
1030 REM IF ED=i-V8 THEN GOTO 1041
1040 POKE LINE+4+S, <32+ C X-3*ED? ?
1041 F0RSl=LINE+5+ST0LINE+36•POKES1,32•NENTSI
1042 REM *************END DISPLAY OF CHANNEL VOLTAGE MEASUREMENTS
1043 REM
1044 REM '**iMNM«Mli«****eEGIN DISPLAY OF EXPERIMENTAL PARAMETERS
1046 V=X • X=X+.51 J1=3 < IF LINE=1544 THEN J 1=4
1047 FOR 31= 1 TOJ1:Pl=INT<X/<10T<Jl-Sl??+.00? •POKE LINE+CHAR+S1,43+P1
1048 X=X-<P1#10T<J1-S1>>+.0>NEXT SI 'X=Y
1050 RETURN
1198 REM
1199 REM ****#Wti**!tHtNtnt«H(MMIW**ORTHER NEW SETTINGS FOR EXPERIMENTAL PARAMETERS***
1200 PRINT CHR$< 19?!F0RS2=31T02© 'PRINT: NEXTS2: REM CHR$< 13/ HOMES THE CURSOR
1210 INPUT"NEW SETTING ";TEMP
1220 PRINT CHR$<19? FORS2=1TO20 • PRINT • NEXTS2• FORS2=1TO30 • PRINT" " ; • NEXTS2• RETURN
1399 REM
1400 REM *******************SUBROUTINE TO PRINT MESSAGE ON SCREEN
1410 PRINT CHR$<19)'FQRS2=1TO£0'PRINT•NEXTS2>PRINT MSG* TAB<40?;
1420 PRINT "HIT ANY KEY TO CONTINUE"
1430 GET IS'IF l'S=" "THEN GOTO 1439
1439 REM ******** CLEAR MESSAGE AREA ******
1440 PRINT CHR*<19?>FOR32=1TO20•PRINT•NEXTS2<FORS2=1TO30'PRINT" "j'NEXTS2:RETURN
1499 REM
1500 REM *******SUBROUTINE TO GENERATE HARDCOPY****#***#**********#
1565 LNOTH = 66
1510 BS*=CHR^£8> • SUB*=CHR*<26? • BIT*=CHR*<255? > PO*=CHR*<IS? i OES=CHR:J;< 15?
1520 PRINT#4,POS;"1S";"UV ABSORBANCE"•PRINT#4," ">T*
1530 F0RS2=39 TO 44' IS=STR*CS2.>+GOSUB1540'NEXTS2'PRINT#4," "
1531 S2—46 1 I$=*"LDR
" -GOSUB1540
1532 PRINT#4'PRINT#4=PRINT#4,"TOTAL VOLTAGE "; VOLT • PRINT#4
1533 PRINT#4,"CURRENT ";CRRNT;" M AMP"•PRINT#4•PRINT#4>"COUNTERFLOW "JCHTRFLWJ
1534 PRINT#4," ML/MIN"
1535 PRINT#4
1536 FORS3=631TO640'POKES3,32'NEXTS3<RETURN"REM CLEAR KEYBOARD BUFFER*RETURN
1539 REM *** SUBROUTINE TO GENERATE BAR GRAPH
1540 PRINT#4,I*;'PRINTt»4,BS*;SUB»;CHR<<V<S2??;BIT*; • PRINT#4,DE*;
1550 PRINT#4,P0S;"55"; VC.S2? - RETURN
1599 REM
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j.*®®
1610
1623
1630
1635
1699
1700
1723
1730
1740
1750
1760
1763
1770
17SS
1730
11??!?
2OO0
2010
2050
2060
2070
20S0
2090
2100
2110
2120
2130
2499
2500
2510
2520
2530
2540
2550
2997
2998
3000
3010
3030
3040
3041
3050
3060
3070
3090
31O0
3110
•3120
3121
3130
3131
3140
3150
3160
3500

REM :«********w*******(*i*SUBROUTIHE TO INITIALISE THE t'IW-611
XX=56S32'FF=570S3' REM SET UP COMPUTER TO TOGGLE RELAYS/GATHER DATA
POKE XX+1 .• ® > POKEXX,255 • POKEXX+1,4
REM POKE XX+3,0'F'OKEXX+2,255'POKEXX+3,4' REM SET UP DISCRETE OUTPUTS
RETURN
REM
*EM SUBROUTINE TO READ THE DATA
REM
POKE XX+1 0-POKE XX,0 • POKE XX+1,4' REM SET UP CRfi FOR INPUT
REM
POKE XX+3,0'POKE XX+£,0'POKE XX+3,4'REM SET UP CRB FOR INPUT
POKE FF,0'A=PEEK < FF)
A=0!FOR 1 = 1 TO 10'POKE FF,0' A=A+PEEK<FF;'/10' NEXT I 'POKE FF,0
V<40>«INT<H+0.5>
POKE FF+l,0'B=PEEK<FF+i;'
0=0 > FOR 1 = 1 TO 10 ' POKE FF+1,0 > B=S+PEEK < FF+1 V1Q • NEXT I > POKE FF+1,0
V<41,> =INTCB+0.5>
RETURN'END
REM
P.EM SUBROUTINE TO INITIALIZE THE ZERO HMD FULL SCALE READINGS
REM FROM THE SPECTROPHOTOMETER
PRINT ">i" 'REM CLEAR SCREEN
GOSUB 1700
PRINT "ADJUST TRANS. AND ABS."
PRINT "TRANS.= ",RIGHTS<STRS<V<41 > >,3),"ABS. =
RII3HTS<STRS<V<40;!> ,3)
PRINT "SET TRANS. TO 235 AND ABS. TO 21"• REM 100 MV = 235 UNITS FROM fl/D
PRINT " THEN HIT "'D' WHEN DONE"
GET AS1 IF AS—"D"GOTO 2130
GOTO 2050
RETURN'END
REM
REM **mi#***:+*W**SUBROUTINE TO CONTROL COUNTERFLOW*#**********#*****#**
POKE XX+1,0 • POKE XX,255'POKE XX+1,4' REM SET UP CRA FOR OUTPUT
POKE XX+3,0!POKE XX+2,255'POKE XX+3,4'REM SET UP CRB FOR OUTPUT
CNTRFLW=S5*CFLWSET
X2=12S*S5'P0KE XX,X2'TEST <7> =S5
RETURN•STOP
REM
REM
SUBROUTINE TO GENERATE HARDCOPY OF THE FILES BEING WRITTEN TO DISK
IF LNGTH <=60 THEN GOTO 3050
PN=PN+1 • LNGTH =» 0
PAGE = ";PN
PRINT#4,CHRS< 13) CHRS<13)J "DATE =
I CRRNT
I";
PRINT#4," TIME
I
V
! V<40> I V<41> I CSENSM I VOLT
PRINT#4i" CNTRFLW I"iCHRS<13)
C1S="
I
"'CPS=CKS• IF CKS="3" GOTO 3070
CPS=" "
SP$=CP*+RIGHTS<T*,5>+C1*'CKS="0"'REM CKS»9 IF A DATA INTERVAL WAS SKIPPED
PRINT#4,SPS;
MS=MID*<STRS<V),2,4)•GOSUB 3500
MS=MIDS<STRS<V<40)),2,4> 'GOSUB 3500
MS=MIDS<3TRS<V<4X)),2,4)'GOSUB 3500
MS=MIDS<STRSCCSENS+21),2,4>'GOSUB 3500
MS=MIDS<STRS<VOLT),2,4)'GOSUB 3500
MS=MIDS < STRS < CRRNT>,2,4)'GOSUB 3500
MS=MID*<STPS<CNTRFLW),2,4)'GOSUB 3500
PRINT#4," "
RETURN
PRINT#4,MS;SPC<4-LEN<MS));" I
";'RETURN
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10000
iO0i-31
10010
10030
10040
10041
10042
10050
100*0

10070

100:30
10031
10082
10090
10100
10110
10120
10130
12000
12001

OflTfl 21 ..22,32, 1,2, 19,15,IS,2, 1,14,3,5,1144,51,1145,57,1134,52,1135,48,1224
OflTfl 52
DflTfl1225,49,1264,52,1265,5©,1304,52,1305,51,1344,52,1345,52
OflTfl 56226,10,56227,10,1954,6,1955,54,1953,6,1959,15,I960,18,1962,3
OflTfl 1963,1,1964,IS,1965,4,1967,3,1963,15,1969,16,1970,25
OflTfl 56266,10,56267,10,1994,6,1995,56,1998,5,1999,14,2000,4,2002,5
OflTfl 2003,24.2004,16,2005,5,2006,13,2007,9,200®,13,2009,5,2010,14,2011,20
DflTfl 1544,20,1545,15,1546,20,1547,1,1548/12,1550,22,1551,15,1552,12,1553
OflTfl 20,1554,1,1555,7,1556,5,1624,3,1625,21,1626,13,1627,13,1623,5,1629,14
OflTfl 1630,20,1704,3,1705,15,1706,21,1707,14,1708,20,1709,5,1710,18,1711,6
OflTfl 1712,12,1713,15,1714,23,56091,2,56092,2
OflTfl 1573,22,1574, 15,1575,12,1576,20,1577,19,1653,13,1654,32,1655,1,1656
DflTfl 13,1657,16,1733,13,1734,12,1735,47,1736,13,1737,9,1733,14
OflTfl 55351,2,55352,2,55931,2,55932,2,56011,2,56012,2,1537,3,1538,3,1539,1
Oflrfll540,14,1541,7,1542,5,1579,6, 1536,49,1659,6,1660,51,1739,6,1740,53
DflTfl 1734,1,1785,2,1786,19,1737,15,1738,18,1739,2,1790,1,1791,14,1792,3
OflTfl 1793,5,1795,20,1796,3,1797,18,1798,5,1799,19,1300,3,1301,15,1302,12
DflTfl 1303,4,1819,6,1320,55,0
INPUT#l,fi,BS,C,D
PRIHT fl,e$,C,D

APPENDIX C

LISTING OF UVPLOT

1 REM *W*W*HNMtHlW UVPLOT
9 01
C7
.. S, " 10"

2 REM
6/10/87
M V
OIM MSC10> 'DIM MCll)'DIM D 1>'REM SET UP VALUE MSSG,& DATA ARRAVS
: REM OPEN FILE1, DEVICE
15 OPEN 1
15/
ISIO,COMMAND CHANNEL 15
19 PRINT CHRSO47>'INPUT "NAME OF FILE"JD*
20 OPEN 2,3..2,Q$+".REL"•REM ESTABLISH DATA CHANNEL #2, FILE#2, DEVICE 3
25 OPEN 4,4; REM OPEN DEVICE #4 (PRINTER} FILEtt=4
28 BB$=CHRSCS> -DE$=CHRSC 15>'PO$=CHR$C 16> • SUBS=CHR:rC26>
30 PRINT CHR$C147>;"FILE ' " i D$,WHICH FIELD"
40 MCI,->=1'PRINT " 1>-VC39>" •MC.2}= 1
SO PRINT " 2>-ABS0RBANCE"'MC3>=1
60 PRINT " 3J-TRANSMITTHNCE"'MC4>=1
70 PRINT " 4>-V
>"'M
30 PRINT " 5>-VC43>" 'MC6-/ = 1
90 PRINT " 6>-VC44>"'MC7>=1
100 PRINT " 7J-ABSORBANCE THRESHOLD""MC3>=1
110 PRINT " 35—TOTAL VOLTAGE"'M<9>=0.05
120 PRINT " 9>—TOTAL CURRENT"'MC10>=1
140 PRINT " 18:J-C0UNTERFL0W" :M<11> =10
141 PRINT ""
150 INPUT "SELECT 1-10 ";F' IFCFC1 >ORCF>10> THEN GOTO 30
160 F=F+1'GOSUB 2000
17Q PRINT#1,"P"CHR$C93)CHR$C 1:>CHR$C0JCHRSC 1 > 'REM POS. PNTR TO RCO#l 'GOSUB 2000
180 IFE=59THENPRINT#2>1'GOTO170
190 PRINT1M,OS.. M F-l.)'REM PRINT HEADER
200 R=0
201 REM
202 REM
203 REM
READ IN ALL DATA
210 K1=12S'VHI=0!FORI—1T07
220 R=R+1 • R2=INTCR/256S • P.1=R-R2*256 > IFR/20=INTCR/20} THENKl =12S-K2tC 1-1 > >
230 PRI NT#1,"P"CHR*<98:'CHR*CRi:'CHRSCR2>CHRSCl> -REM POS. POINTER AT PROPER RCD
240 GOSUB 2000'IF E=50 THEN GOTO 243
246 FOR J=1T0 11'INPUT#2, 0*•DCJ>=INTCVALCDS>*M<J>>+1'NEXT J
247 IF DC 1X999999 THEN GOTO 249'REM CHECK FOR END OF FILE
24S FOR JJ=I TO 7'VCJJ>=0'NEXT JJ'GOSUB 1000'GOTO 290'REM END THE PLOT
249 IF INTCDCO/100000>=9 THEN VCI>=999'GOTO 270
250 VCI>=DCF>
260 IF VCI»VHI THEN VHI=VCO
265 IF VCIXVLO THEN VLO=VCI>
270 NEXT I'GOSUB 1000
230 GOTO 210
290 PRINT#4,BBS;OES'PRINT#4'CLOSE1'CL0SE2'CLOSE4'STOP'END
291 REM
292 REN

<42

O

3 CD

<55»l

$C

123
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lH0ij f>EM

SUBROUTINE TO PLOT DATA POINTS

1010 PRINT#4,P0*;"10";BB*;SUB*;CHR*<2>;CHR*<ICi:«;'REM SET

1011
1012
1015
1020
1030
1040
1043
1044
1046
1048
1050
10S0
10,'0
1075
li.i76
1078
1079
10S0
1090
1109
1120
1130
1140
1198
1 199
2000
2010
2020

STRRT POSITION TO
PRINT#4< BB*;SUB*;CHR*t1 > ;CHR*<25S> ;'REM PRINT BASELINE
PRINT#4,BBS;SUBS;CHR*<2>iCHR*< K1)i
IF VLO<;= I THEN VLO=l : GOTO 1020
PRINTS4,B8*J SUB*;CHR*<VLO-l>;CHR#<128)i > REM PRINT BLANKS
FOR J=VLO TO 'v'H I
K =123
REM VMRX IS THE VALUE OF THE LAST OATH POINT IN rHS .""Vi£VIC'US
REM
IF VMAX = 999 THEN A NUMBER HAS BEEN SKIFPED IN THIS SERIES
IF V'ClJ—J THEN K=K+1 • GOTO 1073
IF V<1)=999 GOTO 1070
IF vVMAKC-OflNO <V. .»=•/> THEN K=K+l-GOTO 1070
IF C'v'MArOJ 'AND W.1 J<=J> THEN K=K+1
FOR 1=2 TO 7
IF V\ I -10999 THEM GOTO 1078
IF VM)=J THEM K-K-l < GOTO 1100
IF VI)=999 GOTO 1100
IF
I )=J THEN K=K+< 2'K 1-1 > > > GOTO 1100
IF <Vd-l)CJ)AND <V< I)>=J) THEN K=K+(2'K I—1))'GOTO 1100
IF <V< I —1 J>J>AND <V<IX»J> THEN K=>K+<2T< 1-1)
)
NEXT I
PRI NT#4,BB*;SUB*;CHR*'11);CHR*C K)
;
NEXTJ:PRINT#4,SB*;SUB*;CHR*C1>;CHR*<128)>VMAX=VC?>
VHI =VMAX • VLO=VMfi!<:• RETURN
REM
REM
*Hf#Hl*ERROR TRAPPING SUBROUTINE
INF'UT#11 E/ B*,Of D
IF <E=50) 'OR <L<20> THEN RETURN
PRINT E;B*;C;D!STOP•RETURN
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